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The saplings from the bygone are now blooming with 

rich leaves and flowers. We never imagined this as it 

was not an effort from personal desires. The efforts 

were rooted in a divine perception. The idea, that we 

should spread the knowledge we have or at least shape 

a platform for those devoted to the divine sciences. 

This is the third issue of our magazine and we have 

not tried harder to make it appear better. It is what it 

is, in its pure natural and raw form. There are many 

mistakes in the articles in the following pages and you are requested to ignore 

them. We are more worried about content, then the mistakes in the content. 

Two authors are worth mentioning over here. One is Mr.Chiraan Chidambaram and 

another is Mr.Vinay Jha. I have never met them in person and without knowing me 

in person, they have agreed to share their views and articles on Vedic astrology and 

spirituality.  

In the world, where humanoids lack trust and love, the modesty and love shown by 

these remarkable human beings is worth appreciation and is most welcome. It is all 

a part of divine, and we are mere cogwheels inside a giant mechanism. 

We offer sincere thanks to all authors and contributors. 

 

 

 

 

 

असतो मा साद गमय, तमसो मा ज्योततर ्गमय, 

मतृ्योर मा अमतृम ्गमय 
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Astrology in Ayurvedic classics 

 

It is said that in ancient India ayurvedic physicians 

were having a good working knowledge of astrology 

while astrologers were well acquainted with the 

knowledge of ayurvedic principles. This indeed 

becomes evident when we carefully scrutinize the 

available ayurvedic and Jyotisha classical texts. 

Besides the astrology proper, which takes into 

consideration the planetary positions in the heavens 

and their respective characteristics and special 

attributes to aid in interpretation, other methods 

are also employed in ayurvedic texts like 

interpretation of swapnaas or dreams and nimittas 

or omens, which form mainly a part of the samhita 

division of Jyotisha. The principles of Muhurtha 

branch of astrology is applied to find out the lunar 

asterism and the weekday during which the disease 

has manifested to know the duration of suffering. 

Karma siddhanta, the underlying principle of the 

Vedic way of life, takes the shape of karma vipaaka 

that deals with the sins committed in the previous 

lives that manifest as various diseases and also prescribes the remedial measures to be carried out to 

rectify the sins. The ancient ayurvedic classics include all these types of techniques in diagnosis and also 

in predicting the ultimate fate of the patient and the duration of the disease. The text 

‘Veerasimhavalokanam’ extensively deals with the Karma vipaaka, Jyotisha and Ayurveda with equal 

emphasis on all the three and details out the karmic reasons and planetary configurations responsible for 

each disease suggesting the remedial measures and ayurvedic treatments. 

Among the ayurvedic classical texts Hareeta samhita, Sushruta samhita, Ashtanga hrudayam, Bhela 

samhita, Sarngadhara samhita, Aarogya chintamani, Bruhadyoga tarangini, Kaasyapa samhita, 

Basavaraajeeyam and Chikitsa saara sangraham have been studied by me to extract the astrological 

information incorporated in these texts. The astrological material provided in the ayurvedic texts can be 

divided under the following topics: 

1. Karma vipaaka – diseases arising as a result of the deeds of previous births 

2. Nakshatra gnyaanam – or studying the asterism occupied by Moon and the weekday at the 

commencement of the disease 

A regular contributor to Modern 

Astrology, Dr. Kotekal Guru Rajesh, 

M.Sc. (Geology), PhD, is a geoscientist 

at a PSU. He has an M.A. in Astrology 

from Potti Sriramulu Telugu University, 

Hyderabad. He believes in a judicial 

mixing of tradition and research as the 

way for the progress of the science. His 

authored a book on Nadi Astrology 

which is available at 

https://notionpress.com/read/sarfaro

sh#sthash.Mn8inGJP.dpuf 

https://notionpress.com/read/sarfarosh%23sthash.Mn8inGJP.dpuf
https://notionpress.com/read/sarfarosh%23sthash.Mn8inGJP.dpuf
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3. Doota lakshnam – interpretation from the characteristics of the messenger 

4. Nimittaa – Omens on the way and within the house of the patient 

5. Swapna – interpretation of the dreams 

6. Arishta gnyaana – finding out the impending death  

7. Deha subhaasubha lakshana – predicting the future through physiognomy 

To discuss each of these topics in detail will be impossible in a single article and hence I would strive to 

present a summary of these details in this paper. 

1. Karma Vipaka 

Hareeta Samhita and Basavaraajeeyam deal with the past life deeds that cause serious diseases in this birth. 

They also suggest various remedial measures to cure the disease. Hareeta samhita says that there will be 

three kinds of diseases arising from the three types of sins committed in the previous lives. The sins 

committed unknowingly and for whose rectification the sinner has performed prayaschittas like 

Krichchya etc will be manifested as easily curable diseases. The sins that were committed knowingly and 

for whom prayaschittas were performed will take the shape of difficult but curable diseases. The sins 

committed knowingly and which were not countered by performing the required austerities will manifest 

as dreadful and incurable diseases. 

Ten types of heinous sins are enumerated which result in ten types of terrible diseases. Killing of 

Brahmins causes panduroga (anaemia), killing of cows causes kushtha (leprosy), assassinating the ruler 

causes rajayakshma (tuberculosis), destruction of the dwelling of Brahmins and ascetics results in atisaara 

(diarrhoea), desecrating sacred waters causes meharoga (excess urination), destruction of lands will 

result in mutra roga (diseases of urinary tract), defiling others’ wives causes asmariroga (kidney stones), 

violating the bed of employer results in mutrakruchcha (painful urination or dysuria), violating the bed 

of one’s teacher will cause shoola (painful abdominal pain mainly caused due to vaata) and corrupting the 

modesty of pativratas will result in swasa kasa vrana rogas (difficulty in breathing, bronchitis and other 

respiratory diseases). 

Stealing of various articles like gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, iron, milk, ghee, oil etc are said to cause 

ailments like disease of the nails, chitrakushtam, sidhmalam, facial diseases, paling of the body, atimootra, 

intestinal diseases etc. Donation of the respective goods is said to remedy their corresponding disease. 

The performance of austerities like krichchya, Ati krichchya, Chaandraayana etc is suggested for different 

diseases. Donation of cows, land and gold along with feasting of Brahmins and other destitute people is 

said to alleviate most of the diseases. The recitation of Rudra namaka chamaka, Vishnu Sahasranaama etc 

is also suggested. An interesting remedy of planting and watering trees can be noted that is said to alleviate 

the suffering caused by Visarpiroga (erysipelas or cellulitis) and various wounds or Vranas, which are 

caused by the destruction of trees and forests by fire, in a previous birth. 
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Basavarajeeyam extensively deals with the topic of karmavipaaka siting various sins and their resultant 

diseases. It also gives some planetary combinations responsible for certain diseases and proposes the 

required remedial measures.  

2. Nakshatra gnyaanam 

Hareeta samhita deals elaborately with this topic. The combination of certain asterisms and weekdays 

were explained as dangerous ‘Yamaghanta’ yoga and it is said that the person contacting any disease when 

this period is current will rarely escapes death. Similarly ‘Mrityu yoga’ and ‘Amruta yoga’ are explained 

caused by the combination of asterisms and weekdays. Combination of malefic yogas like Shoola, Vajra, 

Atiganda, Vyaaghaata, Vyateepaatha, Vishkambha with asterisms ruled by cruel deities will cause 

incurable diseases. It is also said that the inception of a disease when all the three of yoga, asterism and 

weekday are malefic will lead to the death of the patient. Also various yogas are explained that are 

conducive for starting treatment of diseases. It is said that the combination of Sunday with Magha, 

Monday with Vishaakha, Tuesday with Bharani, Wednesday with Ardhraa, Thursday with Moola, Friday 

with Krittika and Saturday with Hasta is not conducive for the treatment of pitta diseases. 

Next, the asterisms are dealt exclusively and the curability or otherwise of a disease and its duration 

according to the asterism occupied by the Moon at the time of its inception was explained. Further, the 

extent of each asterism is divided into three components or amsas and the result of particular amsa of a 

nakshatra current when the disease has started is elaborated. The physician is suggested to perform 

remedial measures for the asterisms for the speedy cure of the disease. 

This information offers a fertile ground of research for astrologers to check the theory with real life 

incidents. 

3. Doota Lakshanam 

It seems that there was a practice of sending some person as messenger to fetch the physician to the 

patient’s house. It is said that as the appearance of smoke from a distance will indicate the presence of 

fire, similarly the appearance and characteristics of a messenger will indicate the fate of the patient. Hence 

most of the classics have explained the results of various appearances, utterances and characteristics of 

the messengers. The information discussed in this topic can be conveniently applied in prasna astrology 

to predict the condition of the patient. 

A messenger having the following characteristics is considered inauspicious: handicapped, lame, blind, 

deaf, mute, suffering with disease, children, women, untidy, tired, hungry, thirsty, wearing torn clothes, 

mentally imbalanced, indigent, wearing black or saffron robes, wearing wet clothes, with tonsured head, 

with turban on head, with tears in eyes, having eyes-head-hair similar to a monkey, having disfigured 

nose, harsh in speech and deeds, holding club or noose in the hands, talking insultingly with the physician, 

heading towards south, standing with crossed legs, coming with empty hands, walking briskly on the 

way, hurried in breath, sitting with head in his hands and legs wide spread, breaking sticks or grass or  
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mud lumps etc, writing markings on the land with foot or hand, sleeping, coming by riding camel, buffalo 

or donkey. 

Messenger with the following characteristics is considered auspicious: Persons belonging to the same 

community as the patient, wearing white clothes, holding auspicious things in hands like fruits, flowers, 

gold etc, chewing taamboola, coming from east, north or west, talking pleasantly, handsome in 

appearance, coming over a vehicle or by a bullock cart or by walk. 

In these texts the condition of the physician when he is invited by the messenger for the first time is also 

explained to know the fate of the patient. If the physician is invited by a messenger when he is in the 

following conditions will not auger well for the patient: agitated in mind, angry, having his food, 

performing pitrukaarya, performing agnihotra, besmeared with oil, untidy in appearance, killing an 

animal, answering nature’s call, sweating profusely, sleeping, weeping, with dishevelled hair, naked, 

taking bath etc. 

The time when the messenger approaches the physician is also considered to know the curability of the 

disease. The mid-nights, mid-days, sandhyas, shasti or chaviti or navami tithis, Sundays, Rahu-Ketu in 

the ascendant, Bharani, Krtittika, Ashlesha, Poorvaashaadha, Poorvaabhaadra, Pubba, Aardhra, Makhaa 

and Moola nakshatras – when these are current, the first invitation from a messenger will turn to be 

inauspicious. 

Bruhadyoga Tarangini also gives a chakra called ‘Jeevanmarana prasna nirnaya chakram’ where certain 

numbers are allotted for the Sanskrit alphabets. These are used to derive the value for the names of both 

the messenger and the patient. If the value is greater for the patient he will be cured and if the value is 

greater for the messenger the disease will not be cured. When both values are equal the disease will 

remain for a long period. 

4. Nimitta or Shakuna 

All the ayurvedic texts referred by me have dealt this topic elaborately. The omens encountered by the 

physician on his way to the patient’s house and also in the patient’s house, both for the first time, will 

indicate the future of the patient. 

Appearance of various animals, birds, articles, people are considered to indicate auspicious and 

inauspicious results. Their appearance on left or right side of the physician is also discussed at some places 

to result in contrary results. Besides the appearance, their cries, taking their names etc. are also 

interpreted. 

Some of the auspicious omens are: sight of the king, Brahmins, elephants, peacocks, washer men, person 

wearing white clothes, woman carrying her child, prostitute, maiden, shakunta birds, silver, gold, milk, 

fish, raw flesh, blood, clean clothes, mirror, fruits, flowers, wines etc. 
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Some of the inauspicious omens are: sight of cats, mongoose, snakes, poisonous creatures, lizards, 

monkeys, owls, rabbits, pigs, bears, burning houses, broken pots, falling trees etc. 

Hearing the following sounds is considered inauspicious: Taking the names of cats, monkeys, mongoose, 

lizards etc, hearing the cries of rabbits, monkeys, inauspicious words, sobbing, verbal fighting using harsh 

words etc.  

The condition of physician on his way is also interpreted to know the fate of the patient. If the physician’s 

footsteps become unsteady, if his head reels, or if the clothe he wears falls down, or if he gets involved 

in a fight or debate on the way the patient will not be cured. 

5. Swapna 

Divining the future events with the help of dream interpretation is a ubiquitous aspect of all the ancient 

civilizations. The ayurvedic texts provide general interpretations of auspicious and inauspicious dreams 

seen by the patient and his relatives and there by predict the recovery or otherwise of the patient. Further 

Ashtaanga Hrudayam also predicts the nature of the disease a person will suffer in future based on the 

dreams he has seen. Sushruta Samhita explains various dreams that will prove fatal for patients of different 

diseases. Kaasyapa samhita explains various dreams that are experienced by the mother or caretaker of a 

child to interpret the various types of baala-graha’s torturing the infant. 

Dreams are classified into seven types: 1. Drustha (seen), 2. Shruta (heard), 3. Anubhoota (experienced), 

4. Prarthita (longed for), 5. Kalpita (created in thoughts) 6. Doshaja (caused due to the imbalances of the 

three humors) and 7. Bhaavita (other than the above six). Among the seven the first six types will be 

ineffective in giving their results. Similarly, some texts say that a dream seen during a day time sleep will 

not be effective. A forgotten dream, a very big dream or a very small dream, or a dream followed by 

another dream of contrary indication will not give results. 

The period of fructification of the dream is interpreted based on the time of its appearance. The nearer 

the dream to the sunrise the nearer will be its manifestation. If a patient dreams of the things similar to 

the humour of his disease, then the dream should not be considered. For example, if a patient of windy 

humour dreams of moving in the air, or of fiery humour dreams of burning fire, comets, thunderbolts 

etc, or if a patient of watery humour dreams of water bodies etc. these dreams will be ineffective. 

Sight of the following animals, objects, men etc is considered as auspicious: cow, bull, elephant, king, 

gold, horse, climbing of high rise buildings, mountains, vehicles, besmearing the body with shit, 

weeping, seeing one’s own death, cohabitation with a forbidden woman, crossing the sea, lamps, brilliant 

fire, fruit bearing trees, maiden, wheel, flag post, eating raw human flesh, Solar or Lunar disc, bitten by 

a white serpent on the right hand, drinking wine or blood, wearing while garlands, dress etc, drinking 

fresh milk, seeing chairs, beds, vehicles, house and self on fire, eating curd or paayasam in a lotus leaf 

sitting in the midst of a lake etc. 
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Contrarily, the sight of the following articles, men, activities etc in dreams is considered inauspicious: 

falling of one’s own teeth or hair, seeing oneself being hunted by cruel animals bearing horns or fangs or 

by monkeys and pigs etc, besmearing one’s body with dust or oil or ghee or animal fat etc, seeing one’s 

own marriage at the end of a dream, sight of solar or lunar disc falling from the sky, seeing growth of  

bushes on one’s head or chest, tonsuring of head, sleeping in holes or caves or in cremation grounds, 

vomiting or passing of stools, missing footwear, being encircled by ghosts or goblins or chandaalas etc. 

If a patient suffering with fever dreams himself befriending a dog; if a patient of consumption dreams of 

befriending a monkey or a demon; if a patient of unmaada (insanity) dreams of befriending a bhoota 

(ghost); if a patient of urinary diseases or diarrhoea dreams of drinking water; if a patient of leprosy 

dreams of drinking oil; if a patient of gulma (abdominal tumours) dreams of growth of a tree from his 

stomach – in all these cases the patients will not recover and they will die soon. 

After seeing an inauspicious dream, the person should think of his family deity, preceptor and other 

divine entities and should repeat the ishta mantra for some time and sleep again. These dreams should 

not be revealed to others and the person should spend three nights in any temple and worship the deity 

enshrined there. By doing this the malefic effects will be nullified. The person having the vision of the 

dreadful dreams should donate black gram, sesame, iron and gold to the learned Brahmins and should 

repeat the venerable Gayatri. 

6. Arishta gnyaana 

Hareeta samhita and Bruhadyoga Tarangini treat this topic in detail. By studying some symptoms of the 

patient and also noting the inability of the patient in observing some phenomenon of nature the physician 

can confirm the imminent death of the patient. It seems that there is some physiological and pathological 

background behind the symptoms of death. For example if a person is unable to hear the ringing sound 

in the ears even after closing the ears; if a person sees flickering light even after closing his eyes; if a 

person suffers severe head ache during mornings and observes luminous parivesha around lighted lamps; 

if a person cannot experience the extreme tastes of bitter, sour etc; if a person cannot experience the 

extremes of heat and cold and if his body does not develop goose bumps when sprinkled with cold water; 

if a person, though healthy looking, breathes through his mouth, has reddish eyes and face, discoloured 

tongue and blackish teeth – all these persons are nearer to death.  

Similarly, considering the natural phenomena: if a person fails to see the moon on the 2nd day of the bright 

fortnight; if a person notices rainbow on all the directions though the sky is free of clouds; if a person 

fails to notice the aakaasha gangaa (the milkyway) or the dhruva star; if a person observes parivesha around 

the solar and lunar discs and sees smoky fog around the Sun; if a person fails to see his reflection in oil, 

water, ghee, mirror or in the eyes of other people – all these will perish shortly. 

Bruhadyoga Tarangini also mentions an occult practice called as ‘Chaayaa purusha saadhana’ by which the 

practitioner will be able to know his own death and also of his near and dear ones. 
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7. Deha subhaasubha lakshana 

The Kaashyapa samhita being a treatise on Kaumaarabhrutya or paediatrics has a chapter dealing with the 

characteristics of the body of a child and their indications about its future. This is akin to the samudrika 

branch of astrology dealt in most of the samhitas of Jyotisha.  

 

The body parts of children starting from the nails of the feet, feet, heels, fingers, shanks, knees, thighs, 

buttocks, lower abdomen, reproductive organs, way of urination, stomach, navel, chest, nipples, 

shoulders, hands, neck, lips, teeth, tongue, ears, eyes, eye brows, hair on the head, hair on the body, 

marks on the palms and feet, circles of hair on the body, moles on the body etc. are described with their 

auspicious and inauspicious interpretations. 

Thus, the ayurvedic texts are embedded with rich information on astrological aspects that help in the 

diagnosis of the disease and also in finding out the fate of a patient. It is my humble opinion that an in-

depth study of this information along with the medical aspects of Jyotisha classics and samhitas will 

provide us with rich dividends that help in the advancement and refinement of the subject of medical 

astrology. 
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ऐसा जलना बहुत खूबसूरत है  

        जजस से दसूरों को प्रकाश ममल सके 

 

 

That burning is pleasurable, 

that which enlightens the darkened 

path of others. 
 

Alok Jagawat 
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Marital Disharmony – An Astrological 

Analysis 
According to our vedic culture, there are 16 

Sanskaras (Sacraments of life). These 16 sanskaras 

are very 

important for every human being from birth to the 

death. Marriage is one of the most important 

sanskaras and it is treated as pious due to produce 

progeny to keep the flow of the offspring. Thus, it 

holds an important role in society. 

But in recent times, lack of the adjustment and 

shortage of patience is increasing and due to this 

leading to marriage break-ups which hampers our 

social values, culture as well as our eternal vedic 

values. As a student of Astrology, I am trying to 

analyze this. I would like to discuss the astrological 

rules and dictums for detecting marital disharmony 

and other fatal results from the chart. 

We all know that 4th house rules our family life, 

7th house rules marriage and spouse, 8th house 

rules the sex life and 12th house for bed pleasure of a native. We have to proper evaluate of these 

houses for detecting the complete prospect of marriage. 

1. First Parameter - At first we have to judge the 7th house. If 7th house is afflicted, it indicates native 

is not destined to have good luck towards marriage. Then we have to consider the 7th lord. If 7th lord 

is afflicted, then it also indicates physical trouble to the partner and a disturbed conjugal life. Native has 

to face problems in marital life. 

Then we have to consider the karaka planet for marriage also. If the karaka planet is weak or afflicted, 

then it also indicates cumbersome trouble in marriage and married life as well. (Please note that Venus 

is the vivah karaka for male and Jupiter for the females) 

2. Second Parameter – We have to judge the 4th house. Because 4th house signifies our family life. If 

4th house is afflicted, it indicates the native is destined to have a poor family life. Then consider the 4th 

lord, if the lord of the 4th house is afflicted then disturbances must be occurred in family life due to 

some certain reasons. 

Jupiter is treated as the karaka for family life. If Jupiter is afflicted then it gives a poor family 

environment. Native will be uncomfortable due to his family surroundings. 

3. Third Parameter – Among all the evil houses 8th is the most malefic. This is supposed to be a hidden 

house and matters pertaining to fear from enemies, unsuccessful attempts, longevity of the spouse, 

inlaws, diseases of the sexual organs etc are taken up from this house. If the 8th house, 8th lord or 

A regular contributor to Modern 

Astrology, Dr. Kotekal Guru Rajesh, 

M.Sc. (Geology), PhD, is a 

geoscientist at a PSU. He has an 

M.A. in Astrology from Potti 

Sriramulu Telugu University, 

Hyderabad. He believes in a judicial 

mixing of tradition and research as 

the way for the progress of the 

science. His authored a book on Nadi 

Astrology which is available at 

https://notionpress.com/read/sarf

arosh#sthash.Mn8inGJP.dpuf 
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planet in 8th make any relationship with the marriage related houses, especially the 7th house, it will 

indicate hindrances in marriage and married life. 

Mars is the natural karaka for the 8th house. If Mars is afflicted (specially in females chart), no doubt it 

causes some calamity regarding married life. In the ending of any marriage the role of the 8th house and 

its lord are well known. 

4. Fourth Parameter – Our next step will be to judge the 12th house, 12th lord and its karaka planet 

Saturn. If 12th house is afflicted, then it indicates poor or disturbed sex life. And if 12th lord is 

afflicted, it indicates lack of sexual urge of the native. 

If karaka planet Saturn is afflicted, then it indicates un favourable surroundings concerning bed 

pleasure. If above mentioned factors are found to be damaged then we may conclude that native’s 

marriage life will not be good due to affected marriage partner, family, healthy relationship with family 

of the spouse and sex life simultaneously. 

Then we have to judge Saturn, Moon and Jupiter. If these three planets are connected to 7 th house or 

7th lord, we can conclude that the wife of the native will not stay with him for any reason and his 

family life will be seriously hampered. 

We also have to consider Navamsa chart (D9) in this context as it is treated as the most important chart 

for marriage and marital life. Besides this, Navamsha chart is backbone of the Rashi chart. Everything 

can be judged by Navamsa chart if above mentioned combinations are shown in Navamsa kundali also. 

Then we can easily say that marital disharmony is predestined for such natives. This is based on 

Parashariya school of astrology. 

Now, we have to consider all these on the basis of Jaimini aspect to conclude this issue. Maharshi 

Jaimini states Upapada lagna kundali to judge marital issues on his monumental work named “Maharshi 

Jaimini Upadesa Sutra”. The Arudha of the house behind the Janma lagna is Upapada. It means the pada 

of twelfth is Upapada of the Lagna.Maharshi Jaimini states, if the 2nd from upapada sign has a malefic 

aspect or association, the losses his wife or he renounces the world. (Sun should not be treated as 

malefic. Sun does not give malefic results as stated by Maharshi Jaimini). 

If with above bad yoga, the 2nd from upapada has benefic influence, then the native does not lose his 

wife. If Upapada lagna is under malefic aspect, then above mentioned malefic results will occur. But if 

benefic aspect on upapada lagna exists then malefic results will be omitted. 

Let us examine the above rules and dictum for better understanding with the real life case studies. 

A) Native (Male) Date of Birth- 27.06.1982, Time of Birth- 10:50 am, Place of Birth- Chandannagar (near 

Kolkata, W.B) 
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In Rashi chart, we can easily identify that his 4th house is afflicted by natural malefic planets. Mars and 

Rahu are directly aspecting 4th house. Ketu is posited there. Saturn works here as catalyst. Fourth lord 

Jupiter is retrograde and aspecting by Rahu. Now we consider the 7th house and 7th lord. Seventh 

house is afflicted by Mars and Saturn. They are not only natural malefic but functional malefic also 

(Mars is the 3rd & 8th lord and Saturn is the 6th lord here). 7th lord Jupiter is retrograde and aspected 

by malefic rahu also. Now we consider the 12th house and 12th lord also. Though, 12th house is not 

heavily afflicted, but 12th lord Sun is connected with Rahu. Saturn, Jupiter and Moon all are connected 

with 7th house and its lord too. 

Same condition is seen in Navamsa chart also, as 4th,7th,8th and 12th house in Navamsa chart is 

afflicted by Malefic planets. 

If we consider the upapada kundali, here upapada lagna is Aries. This sign Aries is afflicted by 12 th lord 

Jupiter and upapada lagna lord is in 6th house along with Saturn. 

- The native is suffering from marital disharmony and legal court case is going on presently. 

--------------------------------------------- 

 

B) Native (Female) Date of Birth- 03/05/1982, Time of Birth- 14:53 pm, Place of Birth- Chandannagar (near 

Kolkata, W.B) 
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In Rashi cahrt, 4th house is occupied by Ketu and aspected by Mars, Rahu. Saturn is also making impact 

on 4th house as Saturn is with Mars. So, 4th house is afflicted. 4th cum 7th lord Jupiter is retrograde 

and afflicted by Rahu through its fifth aspect. Her 7th house is also afflicted by Mars and Saturn. As 

Saturn and Mars are retrograde, so, they also make impact on their previous house. I want to mean 

12th house. 

So, 12th house is afflicted. Sun, the 12th lord is aspected by Mars and it is also conjoined with the retro 

Saturn. So, malefic results will be manipulated by Mars. Moon and Saturn having impact on 7th house 

as moon is in Purvaphalguni star which is ruled by Venus and Venus is in 7th house. Saturn directly is 

aspecting on 7th house. 

If we consider Navamsa kundali, then we can easily find out that 4th house is afflicted by malefic, 4th 

lord Venus is afflicted by malefic, 7th house is afflicted by malefic and 7th lord Sun is in 8th house of 

navamsa kundali. The 12th lord of navamsa kundali Saturn is aspected by Rahu and Saturn’s dispositor 

Sun is in 8th house. 

In case of upapada lagna kundali, Dhanu is upapada Lagna. Ketu is occupied there and Rahu, Mars is 

making impact on upapada Lagna. 

- So, all these malefic combinations lead her conjugal life to the hell. She has already been 

separated from her husband. 

-------------------------- 

C) Native (Female) Date of Birth- 11.02.1982, Time of Birth- 03:52 am, Place of Birth- Azamgarh, 

Uttar Pradesh 
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In Rashi chart we can see her 4th house is afflicted by Saturn and Mars and 4th lord Jupiter is also 

aspected by Rahu. 7th house is aspected by retro Saturn. Mars is also making impact on 7th house. 

Rahu is occupying the 7th house. 7th lord Mercury is retrograde and occupied in the 2nd house. 12th 

house is aspected by Saturn as well as 12th lord Mars is in conjunction with Saturn. Moon, Mars and 

Saturn are directly aspecting the 7th house. 

In navamsa kundali, 4th house is aspected by Rahu and 4th lord Venus is in 6th house along with Ketu. 

7th lord in navamsa chart Saturn is with Sun and in the 3rd house. 12th house is afflicted by Saturn, 

Rahu and 12th lord Mercury is debilitated and aspected by Saturn. 

In upapada Lagna kundali, lagna is aspected by Rahu and Lagna lord Moon is connected with malefic 

planets.  All these combinations provoke her to get separated from her husband. She is unhappy due to 

her conjugal life. 

Remedy: 

i) First remedy is to follow this principle – “ATMAVAT SARAVABHUTESHU”. It means treat other’s 

as yourself. We should restrain our Kama, Krodha, Lobha, Moha, Mada and Maatsarya (Shada Ripu). 

We should love everyone unconditionally. If we do this then every relationship will be divine. 

ii) Keep Gouri-Shankar Raudraksha in proper way. It is very effective. In my practicing life I apply this 

to my clients and they get amazing results. 

iii) Worship Lord Shiva and Mother Parvati regularly. 

iv) Before marriage, matching of horoscopes should be done. 

v) Lalita Sahasranama should be chanted daily. 
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Punya Rekha and Its Interpretation with Vedic Nadi jyotisa. 
 

The Indian palmistry is restricted to the knowledge of its western sibling and has gone a drastic change 

from the past few centuries. Cheiro or Count Louis Hamon and Mr. Adolphe Desbarrolles have added 

to the salt and most of palmistry books that occupy the book stalls and bookstores today carry western 

influence. The popular books of Indian palmistry are ambiguous and are using western palmistry as of 

Indian origin.  

The Indian palmistry books are either lost or are written in a language that is undecipherable for a layman. 

Hastha Sanjeevan1, Vivek Vilas2, Bhoj Samudrik and Hastha Bibmbakar are few books which are available. 

Others include Kartikeyan System3 and Kamlama Muni System. Some books are not in print and are lost 

in antiquity. Jain munis have contributed to this science through Hastha Sanjeevan etc, but their views 

do not match the popular views prevalent at that time. In fact, Angavidha and Hastha Sanjeevan & Hastha 

Bibmbakar carry contradictory views at several points and add to the confusion. The real books on Indian 

palmistry are rare to find and this science was carried from Guru Shishya Parampara. In fact, hastharegai 

was a part of Samudrika Lakshan. 

The lines in Indian palmistry carry different names according to their positions. Single line with same 

origin but different endings are named as different lines. Punya rekha is the famous Sun line of Western 

Palmistry. Punya Rekha is also known as Hemavalli, Kamala and Saraswati according to its ending 

position. Skanda Sariram have given following synonyms for this line: 

Indira, Punjika, Kandhu, Kamla, Kamhastika, Ratiprada and Hemavalli Sloka 11,12 

(Other texts like Kartikeyan have different lines with similar names, so there is a minor contradiction over here.) 

According to Hasta Sanjeevan Sloka 119, and 120 

The line below the finger of Sun or Anamika is called Dharma Rekha. Sloka 120 says that the presence of 

this rekha blesses a person with higher post, success and makes him follow the path of truth or Dharma. 4 

The position of this Rekha is always below the finger of Sun or Anamika. Refer Plate 1 which belongs to 

the right hand print of famous Scientist Mr. Albert Einstein:  

 

 

                                                
1 Mishr and Mishr, HASTA- SANJIVAN. 
2 Vivek vilas. 
3 Ayer, Sariraka Sastra. 
4 Path of Righteousness  
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The origin of this line variates but the ending is near 

Sun and Mercury Mount. This mount is usually one 

as Sun and Mercury are not far away from each 

other. In hands where there are four mounts below 

these fingers, their horoscopes indicate separate and 

non-combust position of Mercury (Very often). 

Punya rekha is related to Sun. It is related to Good 

deeds, understanding of beauty and art, innovation, 

fame (Which is a part of punya only), development, 

creative faculties etc. The presence of this rekha 

indicates poorvo parjit karmas and results. 

Innovation and creative tendencies are present 

because of poorvoparjit5 karmas or karmas of past 

births.  

In vedic jyotisa Saraswati6 and creative tendencies 

are all related to fifth house in a horoscope. It seems 

that Sun has in-depth relation with all these 

tendencies, though it is not directly acknowledged 

in any astrological treatise. 

Sun is related to Grace, light, energy, warmth, father etc. Sun is also related to fame. Please note that 

the level of fame achieved by a person is dependent on the power of luminaries (Sun & moon). They 

illuminate planets with their energy. Lack of Rasmi bala in these luminaries makes a horoscope very 

weak. 

According to Phaldeepika Yogadhyay, Sloka 13: 

The birth in day time and Sun, Moon and ascendant in Odd sign gives rise to Mahabhagya yoga. The 

opposite is true for a woman. A person born in this yoga will (Sloka 14) be favorite of all. He will be 

kindhearted, famous, will be like a king and will be pure hearted. He will live for eighty years.  

Coming back to our original topic, the presence of Punya rekha is a sure sign of rise in life. A clear 

undisturbed Punya rekha will make a person very famous. 

Punya rekha is located below the finger of Sun and between the combined mount of Sun and Mercury 

and mount of Saturn (Plate 1) 

                                                
5 Accumulated from Past births. 
6 Knowledge 
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Vedic Nadi Jyotish is closely related to the actual 

Vedic Palmistry and hence we will use both the 

systems in interpretations. 

 

(Plate2) The hand here is coarse and the lines are 

deep and clear. The shape is near square indicating 

the management and business skills of this native. 

The punya rekha is one and very clear indicating the 

love for beauty, fame, innovation etc. As the Bhagya 

rekha is there, the presence of Punya rekha makes 

him fortunate. 

The presence of two punya rekha depletes the otherwise good effects of this line. Here the line is single 

and clear. The line of destiny or Bhagya rekha is also important in this case. (If there are two lines on this 

mount and both the lines are of equal length and clarity, then a person will be skilled in two areas and will be very 

innovative.) 

The horoscope has Sun placed in Kendra in Virgo in the nakshatra of Moon. Sun here is devoid of any 

negative influence and carries Saturn and RK in square. As Sun is unblemished and is strong in horoscope 

the punya rekha appears with same strength in the hand. The person is multi-millionaire and a famous 

property dealer. He also makes movies. The religious bent of mind is visible as he regularly donates 

truckloads of food every month. 

 See the speech capability and the size of little finger. It is above the last phalange of ring finger. It gives 

capabilities of speech to the native. He is a very good speaker. Horoscope shows kendras occupied by 

Mercurial sign which is a planet of speech. 
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In my personal experience people with strong, short, single and clearly marked punya rekha often leave 

a mark in this world. Blemishes and cutting of this line leads to defame at a certain point in life. 

Plate 3 has clear Sun line. The Index finger is longer 

then the ring finger and hand is square in shape. The 

line of Saturn is intermingling with Saraswati Rekha 

in a series of bifurcated lines. Mars and Moon are 

strong and the presence of this Sun line indicates the 

powerful and influential position of this native. The 

long index finger denotes the relation to religious 

order. The connection of Moon and Rahu is clear in 

hand as Matru rekha is beginning from Rahu’s 

Kshetra. 

Please note that weak and invisible Punya rekha 

indicates that the person will not be able to achieve 

any name in the respective field. 
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 The Punya rekha is clear and double. The hand and 

horoscope belongs to one of the most renowned 

scientists of the world Mr. Albert Einstein. With the 

watery trine full with six planets, you can literally 

see water in his full and fleshy hand. The vital flow 

of watery signs forced him to seek the theories in the 

field of energy. It is this energy and feeling of 

independence that made him revolt against the strict 

rote learning in Luitpold Gymnasium. 

The shinning prominent Venus exalted in the horoscope is visible in hand (With a large bulge)  

Hand has two clear and parallel lines of Sun indicating the multiple faculties and talents of this scientist. 

He was a great musician and often proclaimed that he would have been a musician if he would not have 

pursued a scientific field. 

His lines are clear, thin and there is a clear line of Saturn. The hand shows vital energy and the two clear 

sun lines only added to his brilliant future and fame. His Sun lines indicate an eye for art and music as is 

indicated by Sastras. The shape of hand and clear lines indicates the level of fame achieved by this scientist. 

  

-Editorial Desk 
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गुलाब का पौधा तो वही है, कुछ लोगों को मसर्फ  काांटे ददखते हैं और कुछ को केवल गुलाब 

ही नज़र आत ेहैं  

Life appears as you see it. The plant of rose is same. Some can only see the thorns and 

some can only see the roses hidden amongst those thorns. 

 

Alok Jagawat 
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Analysis of Vitro Fertilization(IVF) Pregnancy in the light of astrology 
 

 

Analysis of In Vitro Fertilization(IVF) Pregnancy in the light of astrology. Image Courtesy – www.dreamstime.com. 

 

In vitro fertilization (or fertilization; IVF) is a process by which an egg is fertilized by sperm outside the 

body: in vitro (“in glass”). The process involves monitoring and stimulating a woman’s ovulatory 

process, removing an ovum or ova (egg or eggs) from the woman’s ovaries and letting sperm fertilize 

them in a liquid in a laboratory. The fertilized egg (zygote) is cultured for 2–6 days in a growth 

medium and is then implanted in the same or another woman’s uterus, with the intention of 

establishing a successful pregnancy. 
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IVF techniques can be used in different types of 

situations. It is a technique of assisted reproductive 

technology for treatment of infertility. IVF techniques 

are also employed in gestational surrogacy, in which 

case the fertilized egg is implanted into a surrogate’s 

uterus, and the resulting child is genetically unrelated 

to the surrogate. In some situations, donated eggs or 

sperms may be used. Some countries ban or otherwise 

regulate the availability of IVF treatment, giving rise 

to fertility tourism. Restrictions on availability of IVF 

include single females, lesbians and surrogacy 

arrangements. Due to the costs of the procedure, IVF 

is mostly attempted only after less expensive options 

have failed. 

The first successful birth of a “test tube baby”, Louise 

Brown, occurred in 1978. Louise Brown was born as a 

result of natural cycle IVF where no stimulation was made. Robert G. Edwards, the physiologist who 

developed the treatment, was awarded the Medicine in 2010. With egg donation and IVF, women who 

are past their reproductive years or menopause can still become pregnant. Adriana Iliescu held the 

record as the oldest woman to give birth using IVF and donated egg, when she gave birth in 2004 at the 

age of 66, a record passed in 2006. After the IVF treatment many couples are able to get pregnant 

without any fertility treatments. 

From The Menstrual Period To Ovulation (The Details You May Not Know!) 

When your menstrual cycle begins, your estrogen levels are low. Your hypothalamus, which is in 

charge of maintaining your hormone levels, sends a message to your pituitary gland, which then 

releases the follicle stimulating hormone (FSH). 

FSH triggers a few of your follicles to develop mature eggs. One of the follicles will become dominant 

and will release a mature egg, while the others will disintegrate. As the follicles mature, they send out 

another hormone called estrogen. An increase in estrogen tells the hypothalamus and pituitary gland 

that there is a mature egg. 

Mr. Jatinder Sandhu is a Vedic and 

Medical Astrologer. Astrology is a 

passion turned profession for 

Jatinder. He believes in the theory 

of karma or effort. Throughout his 

study of astrology, he has devised 

simple solutions and suggestions. 

Find him in various websites like 

http://astrologytreeforum.net/; 

http://www.indiadivine.org/; 

mysticboard.com (vedic astrology 

discussions), 

http://bharatiyajyotishmantrasaadh

ana.blogspot.in  

http://www.indiadivine.org/;
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The luteinizing hormone (LH) is then released, also known as your LH surge. The LH surge causes the 

egg to burst through the ovary wall within 24-36 hours. The egg will then begin its journey down the 

fallopian tube where it will be available for fertilization. 

The follicle from which the egg was released is called the ‘corpus luteum’, and it releases progesterone 

to help thicken and prepare the uterine lining for implantation. The corpus luteum produces 

progesterone for about 12-16 days (the luteal phase of your cycle). If an egg is fertilized, the corpus 

luteum will continue to produce progesterone for a developing pregnancy until the placenta takes over. 

If fertilization does not occur, the egg will dissolve after 24 hours. 

At this time your hormone levels will decrease, and your uterine lining will begin to shed about 12-16 

days after ovulation. This is called menstruation, which brings us back to day 1 of your cycle. The 

journey then begins all over again. 

HOW PREGNANCY HAPPENS: 

Pregnancy is both simple and very complicated. Have you ever wondered exactly how pregnancy 

happens? If so, the information below should help. 

How does pregnancy happen? 

Before pregnancy can begin, two important steps need to take place. An egg must be released during 

ovulation and it must be fertilized by a sperm cell. 

From a medical point of view, pregnancy begins when a fertilized egg implants into the wall of the 

uterus. Pregnancy continues as that egg grows in to an embryo and then a fetus. 

The Three Steps of Pregnancy: 

1. Ovulation: The ovary releases an egg 

Hormones associated with the menstrual cycle (period) cause eggs inside the ovaries to mature. Every 

28 days or so, one mature egg is released from the ovary. This is called ovulation. After the egg is 

released, it moves into the fallopian tube where it stays for about 24 hours. If the egg is not fertilized 

during that time, the egg disintegrates (breaks down) and menstruation (your period) begins 2 weeks 

later. 

2. Fertilization: Sperm meets egg 
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The mature egg is fertilized when it is joined with a sperm cell. This usually happens after a penis has 

ejaculated semen inside a vagina. Sperm is contained in the semen which travels up the vagina, through 

the cervix and uterus and into the fallopian tubes. If an egg is less than 24 hours old, it can be fertilized 

by a sperm. 

Fertilization sometimes (but rarely) happens when semen has been ejaculated outside but near the 

entrance of the vagina. Technology can also be used to fertilize an egg, either by inserting semen into 

the female’s body (artificial insemination) or by fertilizing an egg outside the body and then placing it 

into the uterus. 

3. Implantation: The fertilized egg attaches to the lining of the uterus and pregnancy begins. 

Most eggs are fertilized by sperm while still in the fallopian tube. The fertilized egg then travels down 

the fallopian tube into the uterus. This can take 1 – 2 days. When the egg reaches the uterus, it may 

attach itself to the uterine lining (the endometrium) and pregnancy will begin. Many fertilized eggs are 

never implanted and are flushed out of the body with the next period. 

Astrological factors: 

Planet moon – is a very important factor in ovulation, mensuration and pregnancy. 

The second most important planet here is Venus which is significator of female generative parts. 

Moon and Venus are significators of all body fluids, including blood and reproductive ones. Venus 

represents the reproductive organs in females, third week of menstrual cycle and semen in males. 

Moon or venus – significator for female hormonal disturbances relating to such as infertility with low 

levels of the blood hormone, testosterone or estrogen receptor insensitivity, dry and weak uterus, 

ovarian deficiency. 

Saturn – For chronic wasting diseases and all blockages, it also represents excretory system. 

Mars – Significator of surgeries, procedure and sex. 

Moon or Mars – Significator of mensuration. 

Jupiter – The ‘putra karka’. Natural significator of 5th house. 

Rahu – the foreign object and something unorthodox (here fertilization of embryo through IVF). 
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Sign – Scorpio 

Houses – 5th, 7th, 8th. 

Lords of 6th, 8th and 12th. 

Mars – Any insertion, injection, procedure where something is injected or taken out of body. 

IVF – comes into play when normal pregnancy is difficult due to motley of following factors. 

Kshetra/beej saphuta falling in barren signs. 

Jupiter/5th lord combust or afflicted. 

Signs of jupiter in 5th house. 

Barren signs in 5th i.e. Aries, Gemini, Leo, Virgo. 

Damaged Fallopian tubes. 

Hormonal problems. 

Diseases like PCOS and PCOD. 

Weak/damaged uterus. 

Saturn in sign Scorpio, placed in the 8th house will give diseases of reproductive organs throughout life. 

Affliction to Moon and Mars in a female astrology chart create disturbance in menstrual cycles. 

Venus/Moon being afflicted by Saturn/Rahu indicates blockage in fallopian tubes. 

7th/8th house afflicted by Saturn and Rahu indicates obstruction in Fallopian tubes. 

Example charts – Chart one male. 

Beej saphuta – scorpio (though even rashi its not barren) 
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Lord of 5th and 6th in 12th house and afflicted by Rahu, lord of Ascendent also under influence of 

Rahu/Saturn due to aspect of Rahu on trioka of planets which include Lagna lord, 12th lord and 8th 

lord, putra karak Jupiter is retrograde and under the aspect of 8th lord and 3rd lord Mars. The 7th 

house is also under the aspect of 8th lord and 3rd lord a quality malefic here. Mars is combust it is kind 

of blessing here. Jupiter though retrograde aspects 5th house as putra karka is the only silver lining 

here. 

There were many attempts to conceive including IVf, which did not succeed. Transit Jupiter then in 

Leo over, 5th lord Jupiter, brought in the promise as it touched, Sun, Moon, Lagna lord Mercury and 

5th lord Jupiter. So, I advised him to go in for IVF then Which was successful, the native is blessed by 

Son. 

Dasha sequence – Moon-Ven-Rahu. 

Rahu transit also came to natal position activating the unorthodox but successful IVF procedure. 

Chart 2 – female partner 

Ksherta sphuta – Cancer, fruitful sign 
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2 miscarriages in APR 03 and recently Feb 15 

Got injury to uterus in 2003 during procedure. 

Notice the influence of Rahu on Lagna, 7th house, 5th house and 5th lord. Mars is combust as 5th lord, 

Moon the Lagna lord is chief significator of fluids and ovulation is badly placed in Saturn sign conjunct 

Mercury lord of 12th and 3rd. Mercury here is involved in exchange with 7th and 8th lord Saturn. 6th 

lord Jupiter is with 8th lord Saturn under aspect from Sun, Mars and Venus, Venus and Mars both are 

combust in ‘grah yudha’ Venus is again defeated, so is Mercury. Aspect of both 6th and 8th lord on 

Venus and 5th lord ensured problems in conception, miscarriage and injury to uterus in one of the 

procedures. Further both 6th and 7th+8th lord are retrograde therefore considering their previous 

effect they aspect Moon significator of womb. So both 4th house lord Venus and natural significator 

Moon for womb are under the aspects of 6th, 8th lords. 

Transit Jupiter transit in Leo aspecting Lagna lord Moon dasha lord Mercury. 8th house is very 

important here for the procedure, transit mars, 5th lord in natal chart was in cancer over natal Rahu, 

ensured the extraction of fluids and then reinsertion as fertilized egg in uterus. Jupiter’s aspect insured 

success of the procedure. 

Dasha sequence was Mercury-Rahu-Mercury 
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Mercury is lord of 3rd and 12th involved in exchange with 7th and 8th lord Saturn, thereby it 

establishes relationship with 6th lord, 7th and 8th lord and Lagna lord also the significator of womb 

(Moon here). 

Rahu as mentioned above is unorthodox procedure here IVF was used to impregnate. 

Remedies suggested from conception to child birth – ‘Garabh Raksha Stotra’ (self explanatory), 

‘Vishnu Sahasarnam’ (for dasha lord Mercury, and ‘Santan Gopal Mantra’ for conception). 

Birth of child baby boy – 2016. 

Garabh Raksha Stotra: 

“Ehyehi Bhagawan Brahman, 

Praja kartha, praja pathe, 

Pragruhsheeniva balim cha imam, 

Aaapathyaam raksha garbhineem. 1 

Please accept this sacred Offering, Lord Brahma, 

Who creates people, 

And who is the lord of the people, 

And be pleased to protect, 

This lady who is in the family way, 

From all dangers. 

Aswini deva devesou, 

Pragrhneethaam balim dwimam, 

Saapathyaam Garbhineem cha imam, 

Cha Rakshatham pooja yanaya. 2 

Oh Aswini Devas, 

Who are the doctors of Gods, 

Please accept this sacred offering, 

And be pleased to protect, 
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This lady who is in the family way, 

Because of this worship offered to you. 

From all dangers. 

Rudraascha ekaadasa prokthaa, 

Pragruhananthu balim dwimam, 

Yushmaakam preethaye vrutham, 

Nithyam rakshathu Garbineem. 3 

Oh Holy Rudras who are eleven, 

Please accept this sacred offering, 

Which has been made as per your wish, 

To get your mercy and blessing, 

And be pleased to protect daily, 

This lady who is in the family way. 

Aadhithya dwadasa prokthaa, 

Pragrahneethwam balim dwimam, 

Yushmagam thejasaam vrudhya, 

Nithyam rakshatha garbhineem. 4 

Oh Holy Sun Gods who are twelve, 

Please accept this offering, 

So that your great luster increases, 

Be pleased to accept this sacred offering, 

And be pleased to protect daily, 

This lady who is in the family way. 

Vinayaka Ganadhyaksha, 

Shiva Puthra Maha Bala, 
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Pragrahneeshwa balim cha imam, 

Sapathyam raksha garbhineem. 5 

Oh Vinayaka, Oh Ganesa, 

Oh Son of Lord Shiva, 

Oh God who is very strong, 

Please accept this sacred offering, 

And be pleased to protect, 

This lady who is in the family way. 

From all dangers. 

Skanda Shanmukha Devesa, 

Puthra preethi vivardhana, 

Pragrahneeshwa Balim cha imam, 

Sapathyaam raksha Garbhineem. 6 

Oh Skanda, Oh God with six heads, 

Oh God who is the chief of devas, 

Oh God who increases the love for our sons, 

Please accept this sacred offering, 

And be pleased to protect, 

This lady who is in the family way, 

From all dangers. 

Prabhaasa, Prabhavassyama, 

Prathyoosho maruth nala, 

Druvoo dhura dhuraschaiva, 

Vasavoshtou prakeerthitha, 

Pragrahnee thwam Balim cha imam, 

Nithyam raksha garbhineem. 7 
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Oh Prabhasa, Oh Prabhava, 

Oh Syama, Of Prathyusha, 

Oh Marutha, Oh Anala, 

Oh Dhruva, Oh Dhuradhura, 

Who are the eight sacred Vasus, 

Please accept this sacred offering, 

And be pleased to protect daily, 

This lady who is in the family way. 

Pithur devi, Pithusreshte, 

Bahu puthri, maha bale, 

Bhootha sreshte Nisa vase, 

Nirvruthe, sounaka priye, 

Pragrahneeshwa balim cha imam, 

Sapathyam raksha garbhineem. 8 

Oh Goddess of my manes, 

Oh Goddess who is greater than my manes, 

Oh Goddess who has all women as daughters, 

Oh Goddess who is very strong, 

Oh Goddess who is greater than all beings, 

Oh Goddess who protects us at night, 

Oh Goddess, who does not have any blemishes, 

Oh Goddess who was worshipped by Sounaka, 

Please accept this sacred offering, 

And be pleased to protect, 

This lady who is in the family way, 

From all dangers. 
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Raksha Raksha Mahadeva, 

Baktha anugraha Karaka, 

Pakshi vahana Govinda, 

Sapathyam raksha Garbhineem. 9 

Oh God who is greatest, 

Be pleased to protect and protect, 

Oh God who showers blessing on his devotees, 

Oh Govinda, who rides on a bird, 

Be pleased to protect, 

This lady who is in the family way, 

From all dangers.” 

Please check the use of Garabh Raksha Stotra with proper rituals by clicking this link. 

Reference: http://americanpregnancy.org & http://teenhealthsource.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://bharatiyajyotishmantrasaadhana.blogspot.in/2013/10/garbha-raksha-stotra.html
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The Riddle of KARAKA BHAVA NASHAYA (A mystical astrology principle)  
 

There are certain fundamental principles upon 

which the entire edifice of astrology 

depends. The very first and most important 

principle is that our earth plane moves 

according to the divine plan accomplished by the 

delegation of the celestial bodies 

known as the Planets in the infinite space. This 

divine plan is not based on 

unfastened events but a complete sequel of 

consequences unerringly timed and carried 

out in lives of all human beings. This is a self 

evident truth. In astrology, study of the 

celestial bodies means the study of Planets 

themselves i.e their basic nature, thoughts 

and trend of behaviour in several conditions in 

the zodiacs. There are certain factors 

upon which all the planets in our solar system 

work in order to shape the Destiny of 

man. Before beginning of this present age, Kali-

yuga, which initiated in 3102 BC, 

Rishis like Bhrigu, Vashishtha, Parashara, Garga and other masters of astrology juxtaposed their various 

schools of Vedic astrology presented at that time and distilled the elements into their great works 

known as this times classics or Shastras in astrology. The reading of the different classical works by our 

ancient Sages may take us from the core basics to the finer complexities of Planetary interpretation but 

the real task of this divine subject astrology revolves round an intellectual grasp of the underlying 

principles to make those techniques valid than just taking the Sutras or Techniques from those Classics. 

The classics provide an excellent opportunity to discover and offered an apparent spatial view in 

perceiving sound undoubtedly but in practical experience there are some certain very specific situations 

where you may not be permitted to take the whole and some exceptions really made the sense to 

conclude it in a complete manner. Human error is always there and there is a possibility of error at 

every stage. Perhaps, in order to ignore this possibility of mistakes we should check and cross check our 

data thoroughly with deeper cognition while making a final statement on a natal chart. 

Karaka Bhava Nashaya is a very important principle of Vedic astrology which states that the karaka 

Planet of a particular house in the same house is not considered an auspicious placement. Although it 

sounds good when the karaka of the house is in that same house is naturally seems to be in good 

strength both for the planet and the house as well, but it is not so. 

B.A, M.A, In traditional 

Vedic astrology.Practising 

astrology from last 8 years 

(family tradition). 

E-mail- 

goswami.subhra0133@gmai

l.com 
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“ कमावनीनन्दनरामशयातााााः मशतन ्े ेढु पत्र े ुेामरवन्धमानााााः । 

अररष्टदास्तऽ े ेखखलजातके ष ुजेढाष्टमस््ाााः जेननररष्ष्टदाााः स्यात े ्॥( ”Jataka Parijata 

Vol-1, Ch.2, Sloka 52) – It is said that Venus, Mercury and Jupiter when they occupy respectively the 

7th, the 4th and the 5th houses from the Lagna are indeed harmful in all horoscopes. Saturn in the 8th 

house from the Lagna gives invariably what is agreeable. The dictum ‘Karaka Bhava Nashaya’ is also 

given in ‘Sarvartha Chintamani’. 

The word ‘Karaka’ means Significator, ‘Bhava’ means House and ‘Nashaya’ is for Destruction or 

reduction. Hence, the term clearly says that when a house or bhava is occupied by it’s significator i.e 

the Karakatwa Graha placed in that particular karakatwa bhava destroys the significations of that house 

for the native. Sir B.V. Raman commented in ‘Bhavartha Ratnakara’ a mine of Astrological gems 

authored by 

Ramanucharya “ जेवष े ेेु भवस््ानेष ुतत्रद्रIवाददकारक: । ववद्यते तस्यभावस्य र्लम े ्
स्वल्पमद े ुेीररतम े॥्“ 
(Ch.2, Sloka 09) - If the different Karakas are present in their respective Bhavas, such Bhavas lose 

vitality and give rise to very little of their indications. This will give fairly a good idea on this very 

popular term. This certain term is also used by many astrologers and is mentioned in many modern 

authors books and ‘Crux of Vedic Astrology’ (P 171) by renowned astrologer Shree Sanjay Rath is one 

of them. In order to understand the implications of this popular phrase “Karaka Bhava Nashaya”, I was 

trying to research from last few years where I have seen this concept to fail in many cases. Then I 

thought that this should be taken very seriously and a comprehensive approach is highly required 

regarding it’s application in our practical or real life. A table of Houses, their Significator or Karakas 

and the effects by their placements in 

the Bhavas seemingly has been given below: 

[ Please note that each house has many more significations but the general things are mentioned only to 

make the readers understand easily through basic components and simple method. Again, Maharishi 

Parashara in his BPHS classifies in Chapter 32, all the karakas into different substances such as Chara 

Karakas, Sthira Karakas, Bhava Karakas, Yoga Karakas etc. Certainly, I am here taking a few of them 

under the light of this principle “Karaka Bhava Nashaya” for this session. As there is mentioned the 

Permanent Significators for the 12 houses are fixed for all charts. Now, Bhava Karakas are of two 

kinds:- A) Permanent or Nitya and B) Temporary or Anitya. In this sense, the name ‘Nitya’ indicates 

Permannent Karakas which has been arranged as under: 

i) The sun - Father 

ii) The Moon- Mother 

iii) Mars- Brothers 

iv) Mercury- Maternal relatives 

v) Jupiter- Children (Son) 
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vi) Venus- Wife 

vii) Saturn- Death or longevity. 

At the same time Maharishi also explored the significator for each house or 

bhavas. The list is in below: 

a) The sun – 1st House for the physical condition, self, vitality etc. 

b) The Moon - 4th House for mother, education, home etc. 

c) Mars - 3rd House and 6th house for co-borns, courage, enemies etc. 

d) Mercury – 10th house for honour, occupation, knowledge etc. 

e) Jupiter – 2nd,5th,9th and 11th house for finance, family, progeny, fortune, Guru, 

elders etc. 

f) Venus – 7th house for marriage partner and conjugal happiness. 

g) Saturn – 8th and 12th house for longevity, expenditure etc. 

Certainly, each house represents many other sigfnifications than what is stated above. In that case the 

significator of the house should go to a certain planet depending on the focus point mainly. For an 

instance, Moon is the karaka for the 4th house as well as the mother. It means that Moon is governing 

the major part of the mother’s life and native’s fortune regarding her. But when it comes to the certain 

matters related to education or friends which is also ruled by the 4th house, then the significator would 

be Mercury as he is the karaka for intellect, logical mind, friends and education or Vidya. Jupiter is the 

Dharma karaka and is considered to be the karaka for 9th house of Dharma. This house also rules the 

Father. Then take the Sun, pitru karaka, to decide the paternal consequence from the same house. 

Therefore, Sun is the Karaka for 9th house too. By the way, many people takes the 10th house for 

father since it is the 7th to the 4th house but Classics never impart it and clearly grants the 9th house 

for father. Father is our first Guru who teaches us lessons even before a teacher whom you would meet 

at your primary school, a mentor and spiritual gurus in later life. In case of Saturn, he is the karaka for 

the 6th, 8th and 12th houses but at the same time Mars also represents the 6th house. Apart from the 

enemy and disease, fear, weapon, wounds, war, legal problems, victory are also judged from the 6th 

houseor Ari Bhava.  

Mars being the Soldier or chief in commandor it also signifies stamina, parakrama or courage, valour, 

anger, enemies, opposition, burns, injuries, blister, police, court etc which are the main elements of 

the 6th house too. However, Rahu Ketu two nodes have not any physical identity and they are 

considered the Shadow planets. Few sources tell us that Rahu is the significator of the Paternal 

grandfather, whereas Ketu is the significator of Maternal grandfather. The nodes together are the 

significator of both paternal and maternal ancestors and thus represent the genetic heritage of an 

individual. It is important to note that Ketu is the Moksha Karaka hence must be taken as the 

significator of the 12th house which denotes the Moksha or the final emancipation from the cycle of life 

death. Ketu’s influence is absolutely essential in occuring moksha of the Soul. Hence, it would not be 

wrong if we grant the Moksha karaka as the karaka of the Vyaya bhava i.e 12th house together with 

Saturn. 
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Now, according to this dictum ‘Karaka Bhava Nashya’, the karaka can be bad for the house when it is a 

major significator and it is in that very house. Basically, it is found that when a house is occupied by it’s 

ruler it gives good strength and gives auspicious results. But the Bhava karakas i.e. natural significator in 

this sector will either reduce the results or destroy the house by its over-development of the matters 

they signify. 

For example, Jupiter is the Karaka for 2nd,5th,9th,10th and 11th house, so when Jupiter is placed in 

any of these houses it will destroy the house related matters. Suppose, if Guru is in the 2nd house then 

it will spoil native’s wealth, familly matters or any permanent issues on them. Jupiter in 5th house is 

bad for children and when in 11th , it will affect the elder siblings or relationship with them. Mars is 

the Karaka of the 3rd house. So, when Mars is placed in 3rd house, it will destroy the co-borns specially 

the younger one and courage of the native because 3rd house represents those of things indeed. Venus 

and and 7th house both signify Marriage. So when Venus is in the 7th house or Jaya bhava, it will give 

bad results in marital life specially trouble from wife. 

Sun and 9th house both tell us about father; if Sun is in the 9th house, it will affect the life or fate of the 

father. Saturn as the Ayushkaraka when in Randra bhava i.e the 8th affects longevity and it’s placement 

in 12th house is very unfavourable because of sorrows and pain due to many Losses in life. 

There is no doubt about what we’ve got from the ancient sources with the reference of the great sages 

and famous commentators of various classical texts having enough authenticity and their immense 

values till the date, still all the literature written in the ancient era would not be available in an original 

as well as in a complete form to us. 

In absence of printing facility, those main and important scriptures could not be written up as at the 

present days and all the logics behind a Sutra were transmitted from the Rishis to their disciples 

through Guru-Shishya tradition. Some of the classics differed in their views. This is not because the 

Rishis who observed different things on the same principle were getting into contradictions or lacked 

sagacity but there were variable changes in the Socio-economic-righteous circumstances from one to 

anothar that is why their interpretations were different normally with the changing course of times. For 

all these certain reasons I personally observe those who are really strenuous learners in this divine 

science must do some fundamental and original research with a scientific spirit even on a basic principle 

in depth before using it aggressively in practical application. And during my research, I found the 

failure of this popular Karaka Bhava Nashaya rule in some particular cases. Therefore, I would like to 

share few instances on this rule. I saw many folks blessed with good children even with Jupiter in 5th 

house. Inspite of the placement of Mars in 3rd house, a person may maintain cordial relation with 

his/her younger siblings. Though Sun is placed in 9th house, native’s father acquired great name & 

reputation in his lifetime. Saturn in 8th could be a strong signal of long life almost delaying the death 

indeed. We know that 8th house is represented by Saturn and Death is also signified by Saturn, so 

according to this rule Saturn in 8th house should be the cause of short life. Now tell me why their 

house signification does not get spoiled rather strengthened this in a surprising way? In all these cases I 

have witnessed to my utter surprise that this concept is applicable but it should not be used in a random 
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way. For a comprehensive approach I am presenting here few of my real life case studies where the 

rules didn’t work at all! 

i) Chart 1: Swami Vivekananda: (DOB- 12th Jan 1863, Time- 06:20 am, Place- 

88E22, 22N34) 

 

Swami Vivekananda is one of the greatest saints who have appeared in the world. Narendranath Dutta 

who came later to be called as “Swami Vivekananda” after becoming a monk, he came of an aristocratic 

Bengali family of Calcutta. As we can see that his ascendant or lagna falls in the end of sagittarius. Sun 

in his first house, Venus and Mercury are conjoined in 2nd house, Fifth house has Mars in it, Moon-

Saturn conjunction in Karma bhava (10th house), Jupiter in 11th and the nodal axis is in 6th and 12th 

eventually. Sun is depicted as the Soul of the universe representing the life-force on the earth. Sun is 

the soul of all beings. Hence, it is the real self of any person which is directly represented by the lagna 

or the first house itself.  

Saturn is the natural significator of Karma (Profession) and it is situated in the 10th house from lagna 

for Swami ji. Jupiter, the significator of wealth & gain is definitely goes to his 11th house of gain & 

fulfillment of the desires. In this chart Sun, Saturn and Jupiter are placed in 1st, 10th and 11th house 

respectively of which they became the natural significator as per the karakas of these particular houses 

which is already listed above. Now, if the readers take a view in his horoscope carefully, the first thing 

that would come into the mind how such a disastrous planetary configuration could lead him to be not 

only a true patriot who restored India to its former glory but he was one of the greatest spiritual figures 

in the world. Though Sun was in the first house, he was a world famous personality. If you came to the 

point of the father that is also signified by the Sun, his father Vishwanath dutta was a learned lawyer at 

the high court of Calcutta. Sun controlled his 9th house of higher education. Narendranath studied at 

the Presidency college, Calcutta. He was very popular for his knowledge in Sanskrit. He studied logic 

and philosophy. Certainly, this is an excellent placement for Sun to be in lagna, being the most 

auspicious trikonesh 9th Lord.  

This placement indicates, trine lord in Centre, great rajyoga. Sun is in own nakshtra Uttarashada and is 

Vargottam in Navamsh kundali. Jupiter is the lagna lord placed in the house 11th of gains and fulfilment 

of objectives, enabled him to fulfil his objectives even under adverse circumstances. Guru’s aspect 

already empowers the 3rd (courage), 5th (merits of the past life) and 7th house (social image) in the 

chart almost securing that of the meanings of the bhavas. The nakshtra lord of Jupiter is Mars as in 

Chitra, is already being the auspicious 5th lord and in 1/7 from each other i.e Lagna lord and 5th lord 

are in strong mutual aspect of each other even in the D9 chart, this is a powerful Raajyoga. Saturn is 

lord of the 2nd house and in exchange with the 7th cum 10th lord Mercury makes him world 

renowned and widely respected. Though Saturn is in 10th, it occupies friendly sign in other divisionals 

specially in D9 and D10 which are very important while dealing with the ultimate mission in life 
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through the help of hard task and fortnue in this life. Apart from the marriage 7th house also deals with 

the public contacts, business relationship, negotiation, agreements and overseas travel.  

The 3rd lord’s aspect over rahu in 12th house makes him tour all over the country and also the world. 

The notable feature in swamiji was his Vargottam Lagna in Navamsha kundali and Sun as well. He was 

born orator and his deep and mellifluous voice was due to the placement of Mercury the karaka for 

speech and it’s friendly Venus in the 2nd house. Many would say that Moon-Saturn together in a sign 

forms Visha (poison) Yoga but this is one of the best yoga in a horoscope which suggests more 

intellectual and rational approach towards the philosophy of life.  

Vivekananda was eager to see God face to face since his childhood. He became a disciple of great saint 

Ramkrishna Paramahansa in the temple of Goddess Kaali at Dakshineswar, who taught him that God 

lives in every living being. So, by serving them, one can serve God. It was during his Rahu md and 

Saturn bhukti probably on 1881. In the 12th Rahu was aspected by both Mars and Saturn, had run a 

suitable period in order to find his Guru. After the death of his perceptor, Vivekananda went to 

America to participate the parliament of Religions held in Chicago on Sep, 1893. It was his Jupiter 

mahadasa in Jupiter antardasa and Venus pratyantar dasha when he spoke on the spirit of Hinduism and 

explained in his speech that God is one. 

His speech was highly applauded. Venus the pratyantar dasa lord was directly posited in the 2nd house 

of speech and Jupiter is already in 11th to confirm success in his divine mission. He was greeted and 

sheered by all the audience there. Many Westerns became his followers there. He was very logical and 

his messages are easy to be understood even by an ordinary man. Through his supernal writings and 

speeches Swami Vivekananda taught his countrymen the essence of nationalism. In this world of over 

seven billion souls; we still feel the absence of a man like him in this age and then suddenly we find he is 

there in all men. He was a phenomenon rather than merely of a physical being. 

 

ii) Chart 2: Mother Teresa: (DOB- 26th Aug 1910, Time- 02:25 pm, Place- 21E26, 42N 

0) 

Catholic nun & missionary Mother Teresa, was born in Skopje, the present capital of the republic of 

Macedonia, was winner of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979. She born in Sagittarius rising and her Moon 

sign is Aries. In her horoscope Sun is in the 9th house  and Jupiter & Mercury are located in the 10th 

house of Virgo. Sun is in own sign Leo whereas Mercury is exalted for her. Now the question arises 

whether this placement of Sun and Jupiter or Mercury are capable to destroy the houses since they 

were posited in their own signified house according to the rule of ‘Karaka Bhavanashaya’. Cerainly, 

Teresa’s father, Nikolle Bojaxhiu, an Albanian businessman who was deeply involved in city politics as 

a vocal proponent of Albanian independence. In 1919, he died suddenly leaving his three children 

included Agnes- who was destined to become Mother Teresa was only 8 years old then. He was 

believed to have been poisoned. However, the reason might be considered as Sun in 9th; Pitru Karaka 

in Pitru bhava might cause loss of her father in an early age. But it should be judged from the many 
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other factors too in order to judge the overall strength of the 9th house and the lord of the 9th house i.e 

Sun in the horoscope. Though Sun is merely strong, it is associated with the 12th lord Mars there. 

Ketu, the Nakshtra lord of sun goes to the 12th house of loss. So, there is a directly link between the 

9th and 12th house which may oftencause loss of father or an early death of father. However, we 

should not ignore the relevant Divisional chart to confirm it more precisely.  

Maharishi Parashra mentioned Dwadashamsha or D12 chart in his BPHS to see the ultimate parental 

theme. D12 is seen for all things about parents, the lineage of the native and the further continuation 

of it. In her D12 chart, again Sagittarius is the ascendant and ascendant lord Jupiter is badly afflicted in 

the 6th house eclipsed by Rahu. The Karaka Sun is also afflicted in the 12th house in the Varga of Mars 

along with Ketu, another malefic node. Both 6th and 12th house belong to the evil trika houses and 

mysterious Rahu-Ketu are famous to lead into secret or hidden experiences in life.  

Hence, Affliction of the D12 lagna and Sun there from both the Malefic nodes are powerful evident 

which shows early death of her father and his death was quite mysterious and due to poison because of 

the involvement of the nodes. Teresa was passing Rahu antara in Moon mahadasa when suddenly her 

father passed away. Now, we all are aware of the beauty of her Heart. She decided to eliminate the 

sufferings of the humanity and the misery of the helpless people. She had devoted her entire life in the 

service of poor, diseased, and under-privileged people. Whatever Teresa achieved including her name, 

fame and social status in life were incidentally gifted by such Planetary permutations present in her 

chart. When she was 18 years old, spiritual life of the missionaries attracted her. 

 

Presence of benefics in 10th house formed ‘Amala yoga’ and Mercury in exalted in the same auspicious 

kendra house rises to ‘Bhadra yoga’ which are highly beneficial to make one learned, cheerful, kind, 

virtuous and successful in life. Ninth lord in 9th house already makes her fortunate enough to get victory 

over all the major troubles in her life. There are multiple Raajyogas present in her chart. Many people 

from around the world had come to meet her and to seek her blessings till the last day of her life. 

This noble lady passed on 1997 during Mercury Md as Mercury being the Markesh (killer) it conjuncts 

the ascendant lord who also received the aspect of Rahu from the 6th house that has the capacity to kill 

one through diseases, sickness and continuous bad health. 

 

iii) Chart 3: Saurav Ganguly : (DOB- 08th July 1972, Time- 08:26 am, Place- 88E22, 

22N34) 

Former Indian cricketer, Saurav Ganguly who is popularly addressed as “Dada” was  born in Leo 

ascendant ruled by Sun and his Moon sign was Taurus ruled by demon teacher, Venus. He has Jupiter 

in his 5th house in Dhanus. Jupiter is in mooltrikona house and it is retro, means very strong in 

motional strength or chestabala. The ascendant lord Sun is placed in the 11th house and having mutual 

aspect relationship with powerful Jupiter. Ganguli is considered one of the best captains of India 

Cricket team has ever had. Being placed in auspicious trikona house and in own zodiac sign, 
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Jupiter is very strong and becomes auspicious planet in the horoscope. The influence of Guru over the 

Lagna as well as lagnesh Sun, makes him renowned, learned, prosperous and possessed him a charming 

personality. He has Saturn in his 10th house along with it’s friendly Venus and 12th lord Moon. Though 

Jupiter is in 5th and Saturn occupied his 10th house, he is blessed with good progeny and an extremely 

successful person as the leading captain of the Indian team. He has a daughter named Sana Ganguli 

(born in 2001). A noticeable thing in this chart is that his 5th house is associated with male planet yet; 

he has a female progeny. Since Jupiter, the karaka for Son, is retrograde, it is also capable to give the 

results as it is in 4th house i.e the rear sign or 12th from the actual position in the natal chart. 

However, different classics prescribed several methods in order to determine the sex of a child from 

the parents’ chart but I personally use relevant divisional charts and certain planetary impacts upon the 

5th house to predict the same regarding children successfully which may be recapitulated in a different 

issue. The lord of the 10th house is the ruler of 3rd house which represents the spirits of Sports and the 

presence of Saturn, the natural significator for profession already lead him to be the most remembered 

personality for his elegant cricketing style and vast contribution to Indian cricket in his career that 

spanned around 15 long years. Certainly, the biggest setback for his career was getting dropped from 

the team in Jupiter-Saturn dasha due to his continuous poor performance and some other personal 

issues. His 10th house was strong but at the same time it was keenly afflicted by the aspect of Rahu who 

sits in the 6th house (enemy/litigation/dispute) and 6th lord Saturn and exalted 12th lord Moon were 

together with the 10th lord Venus. For Leo ascendant, Jupiter rules the 8th house and being 

posited in 8th to the 10th, Jupiter mahadasha was quite un-favourable specially for his 

career. 

 

iv) Chart 4: Jyoti Basu: (DOB- 08th July 1914, Time- 10:52 am, Place- 88E22, 22N34) 

Jyoti Basu, was an Indian politician who served as the Chief minister of west Bengal state from 1977 to 

2000 and was a co-founder of the Communist Party of India (CPIM). He was born in Virgo ascendant 

ruled by Mercury and his Moon sign is Capricorn ruled by Saturn. Lagnesh Mercury is the ruler of the 

10th house and posited in the 11th house along with Venus, the lord of the auspicious 9th house. A 

powerful ‘Dharma-Karmadhipati yoga’ is formed here due to the conjunction of 9th and 10th lord 

in a single house. This is one of the most beneficial raja yoga in Vedic astrology which indicates good 

name-fame after hard working probably in a most sincere way. 

There are multiple Dhana yogas too present in his chart as all the money flowing houses are co related 

and their lords are well placed. By ruling West Bengal for unbroken 23 years, he became the first 

longest serving Marxist Chief Minister than any other Indian state. He has Jupiter in his 5th and Sun is 

located in 10th house. 

According to the ‘Karaka Bhavanashaya’ principle, there should be some obstructions regarding the 

certain matters signified by that particular houses. Although Jyoti babu lost his first wife and also lost 

his first daughter, his second wife Kamala Basu gave birth to his son Subhabrata Basu in the year 1952 

and Basu’s Son makes his legendary communist father proud. Many astrologers may take the debilitated 
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Jupiter in his 5th house as the reason to destroy his first child but there are some other factors 

which are mainly responsible for this. Please note that Jupiter already got the ‘Neechabhanga’ because 

of certain astrological dispositions. Sage Manteswara in his ‘Phaladeepika’ holds the view that a 

retrograde planet in its sign of debilitation is equal to its occupation of exaltation sign.  

Saturn is the lord of his 5th house and it is situated with the 12th lord Sun who is not only the 

functional malefic in this chart but considered the bitter enemy to 5th lord Saturn in the 10th house i.e 

the 6th from the 5th house of children. Saturn is in Mrigashira nakshtra whose lord Mars is afflicted by 

Ketu in 12th house of loss. In addition to this, if we check the Saptamsha or D7 chart where the lagna is 

highly afflicted by malefics and significator Jupiter is also placed in it’s weakest sign Capricorn, almost 

confirmed the loss of his first child. But at the same time, 3rd from 5th which falls in 7th house and its 

ruler Jupiter is retrograde, it shows tremendous possibility of the second child since it gets highest 

motional strength again to overcome the sinister impacts on his 5th house or Putra bhava. 7th 

house is not only the marriage house but it also denotes second child of the native. 

During Rahu mahadsha and Mars bhukti he was blessed with a male child because Mars is not only 

aspecting his 7th house (3rd to 5th) but also aspected by Jupiter (as per retrogression theory) who is 

directly posited in the 5th house. Sun is occupied his 10th house and conjunction with Saturn could 

damage his career but they both are well placed in other Vargas. If we check his Navamsh kundali, we 

must find his 4 major planets Moon, Mars, Rahu and Ketu are Vargottama and Sun and Saturn both 

are exalted in D9. Hence, their malefic influence was alleviated to a great extent. It is very simple to 

know the real state of a planet from the position in D9 as it reveals many secrets as well as the weakness 

and strength of a planet. The main planets involved in the success in politics are Sun, Moon and Rahu.  

These three most important and prime significator planets for politics strongly influenced over his 

profession house. The nakshtra lord of Moon is Sun endowed with Directional Strength in 10th house 

along with the dispositor of Moon and is getting the aspect from Vargottam Rahu already made him one 

of the most popular influential leaders in our independence India. With a victorious win in 1977 

elections when Saturn Md with Venus bhukti was operating, Basu became the Chief Minister of the Left 

Front government which he held for 23 years, thereby creating history in Indian politics. 

 

v) Chart 5: Priyanka Chopra: (DOB- 18th July 1982, Time- 00:30 am, Place- 86E11, 

22N48) 

Priyanka Chopra is an Indian actress, singer and one of the most popular Bollywood stars who was 

crowned Miss World 2000 in London at just the age of 18. Her ascendant is Aries and ascendant lord 

Mars is placed in 6th house who is the karaka for the same house as they both signify enemy, wound, 

disputes etc. Natural karaka for Dusthanas is Saturn, is also placed in 6th house with the ascendant lord 

Mars so tightly almost within 5 degrees. Basically, Mars-Saturn combination is considered bad 

for career and settlement in life but in her case it is not so. Few classics stated that malefic planet in 

Upachaya houses gives good results such as in 3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th. But they are completely 
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opposite in tatwa or element in nature having relationship of enmity, so there might be a big caution to 

her success in life but it was completely opposite in results even after positioning in the same house 

they signify, Priyanka succeed in life so early.  

She came from a modest middle class family background and had struggled a lot to achieve the fame in 

present glamour world. Both her parents were physicians in Indian army. It was during the main period 

of Rahu when life began to switch gears for this reigning queen of Bollywood. She was the fifth Indian 

contestant to win Miss World. No doubt, this recognition fetched the offers to join the Indian film 

industry and she was finally able to establish herself as a leading actress of Indian cinema. She has 

exalted Moon in 2nd house and a very strong 3rd house which was very helpful in earning massive 

name, fame and wealth by herself only due to her own efforts and of course due to the blessing of 

positive planetary configuration in the chart.  

Her 5th lord is Sun and it is vargottam being placed in cancer sign in both the rashi and navamsh 

kundali. Lord of the 4th house Moon is also exalted. Venus conjoins Mercury in 3rd house in Gemini 

where Rahu is considered very strong to boost the energy created there. Lagna lord and 10th lord 

together in a sign is a powerful Raajyoga. Lagnesh Mars is again Vargottam in 6th house which shows it 

was not afflicted aggressively by its enemy Saturn but rather bestowed her with the capacity to win 

over any competition and challenges in life. Rahu is nothing but an amplifier of its house/sign lord, 

those planets with whom it is associated or in relationship by aspect. Here Rahu sits with the 2nd lord, 

the 6th lord and was aspected by 9th lord Jupiter and 10th cum 11th lord Saturn simultaneously. It is 

now very easy to understand the role of Rahu specially during it’s course of 18 years mahadasha. 

Mercury Ad was proved a path breaking period for her famosity since Mercury is the dispositor of Rahu 

and it was the ruler of the Dasamsha or D10 lagna and Karma bhava there. Mercury was aspecting 9th 

house for Bhagya and directly posited in the 9th house in D9 which already confirm her rise in career 

and fortune in that particular timing period. Lagna gets aspect from Jupiter who is not only the lord of 

the 9th house but a natural benefic and satwik planet for which in addition to her film career, she is 

also noted for her various philanthropic activities. Currently she is going through Vimshottari Mercury 

sub period in Jupiter’s major period till july 2017. This period will bring her mega success in all her 

venture and in her next sub period of Ketu, she will win many more awards for sure. 

There are many exceptions as well as certain rules which are easily applied on the above real life case 

studies. It requires more study in depth to feel the actual puzzle of the planets in natal chart. If Jupiter 

is the lord of lagna or 5th house and placed in 5th house, will not harm the house significations. Sun in 

Aries sign in Lagna and Moon in 4th in Cancer will not be harmful. Saturn in 8th house is not bad for 

longevity if it is in own, friendly, exalted sign or vargottama in other divisional. Within many 

astrological communities there is an occasional tendency to look at the horoscopes without breaking 

down their components actualizing a process of fragmentation and cookbook interpretations and rather 

focusing on a particular planet or single planetary combination, they declare the results. So, there may 

be uncertainty in the interpretations of the effects of the different planets when common traditional 
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techniques are often ignored. Therefore, I would like to conclude that “Karaka bhavanashaya” does not 

applicable to all the cases. Without considering the planets diginity, strength in ashtakvarga, nakshtra 

placement, aspects and conjunction with other planet and strength in various Vargas, it may not be 

applicable in most of the cases on the basis of a general view only. A more holistic approach is required 

than depending on single matter in natal charts in order to understand the enigmas of the planetary 

implication and the ultimate results in life of the individuals. 
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Age 32 – BSP Rules Analysis 
 

At the age of 32, there are Four (4) Bhrigu Sarala Padhati (BSP) rules mentioned by Sage Bhrigu. 

In this article, I will be analyzing the charts of some natives, who had some remarkable events happened 

during their 32nd year and verify the BSP rules. 

BSP Rules Summary: 

 

 

Case # 1 (Male): 
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BSP Rules Matrix: 

 

Event’s Description: 

According to the Native, during his 32nd year, “my plant where i was working stopped production, for 

approx 8 months and my salary went down to half “. 

Event’s Analysis: 

Biggest impact is in his earnings (2nd, 9th & 11th houses) along with change in employment conditions 

(6th house). 

 2nd House – Earnings got reduced due to impact of Moon spoiling 2nd house. 

 9th House  -- Mars being 8th house lord and a Malefic here, had activated 9th house negatively. 

With Saturn (6th house lord) & Venus (2nd & 9th house lord) residing in 9th house, the impact is 

clearly visible. 

 11th house – This house deals with financial gains, and the negative impact on 2nd & 9th houses 

had an impact on 11th too from Jupiter (but minimal). 

 6th House – This house deals with debts, illness & employment conditions. Native had not 

mentioned about debts & illness, only the employment conditions are validated here. Saturn’s 

10th aspect is on 6th house (its OWN). Fortunately, Saturn owns the house, thus making the 

native NOT TO LOOSE HIS EMPLOYMENT. 
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Case # 2 (Female): 

 

 

 

BSP Rules Matrix: 

 

Event’s Description: 
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According to the Native, during her 32nd year, “marriage & relationship issues // physical injury // 

financial losses // but very good time & recognition in career (not money wise). I've had one crazy 

roller coaster of a life. The year divorce was file, I met someone else. But he also left me.  Left 

completely lost , lonely hurt and broke.. Haha.. But life goes on  “. 

Event’s Analysis: 

Biggest impact is in her marital life, self & financial losses (7th, 1st & 11th houses).  

 7th House –  This house deals with Marital life. Mars is owning 5th (Putra-karaka or children) & 

12th (Pleasures of Bed) houses and Moon (Matru-Karaka & 8th house lord) residing in 12th house. 

With natal Mars residing in 9th house and activating 12th house, resulted in “troubled marital 

relationship”.  Also, Saturn (Lord of 2nd house – Kutumbha-stanam) with its 10th aspect on 7th 

house, got the issues further complicated. 

 1st House  –  This house deals with “tanu-stanam or self”. Moon being 8th house lord and spoiling 

1st house resulted in native’s physical injuries which might caused her for frequent hospital 

and/or doctor visits. Moon being the “controller of Mind”, had spoiled 1st house, thus creating a 

disturbed mind, which might result in distrust and loneliness. 

Case # 3 (Female): 
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BSP Rules Matrix: 

 

Event’s Description: 

 According to the Native, during her 32nd year, “I had a miscarriage just 2 months before my 32nd 

birthday.“. 

Event’s Analysis: 

Biggest impact is in her marital life and self  (1st, 3rd, 5th & 8th houses).  

 1st House –  This house deals about self (Tanu-stanam). With Moon being Matru-Karaka spoiled 

1sthouse. Jupiter being lord of 2nd house (Kutumbha-stanam) too have impacted 1st house. 

Jupiter is also the Karaka for children. 

 3rd House –  Medically, this house deals with “mental instability“.  

 5th & 8th Houses –  While 5th house deals with children, 8th house deals with death. Natal Saturn 

residing in 8th house and have a direct impact on 5th house where Natal Rahu is residing, the 

native had the above-mentioned “unfortunate event”. 
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Case # 4 (Male): 

 

 

BSP Rules Matrix: 

 

 

Event’s Description: 

Native’s 31st birthday is on 3-June-2010. According to the Native, during his 32nd year, “my 

marriage was on 29-nov-2010. It is between after 31st and before 32nd .“. 

 

Event’s Analysis: 
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The event occurred is indirectly related to the role of various planets during his 32nd year. This 

justifies how planets indirectly activate some events. The biggest impact is in his 5th, 2nd & 4th houses.  

 

 2nd House –  This house deals with Family (Kutumbha-stanam). Saturn and Sun are both 

activating this house during this period. While Saturn is 12th (Pleasures of Bed) house lord and 

residing in 5th (Putra-stanam), Sun is lord of 5th house residing in 2nd (Kutumbha-stanm). 

 4th House –  This house deals with Home-life environment (Sukha-stanam).  Mars and Jupiter 

activated this house, Jupiter being 12th house lord. 

 5th House –  This house deals with Putra-stanam. Saturn activated this house. 

 

Thus, 2nd, 4th and 5th houses activation led the native to get “married”. 

Case # 5 (Male): 
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BSP Rules Matrix: 

 

Event’s Description: 

Native’s 31st birthday is on 4-May-2007. According to the Native, during his 32nd year, “During 

that time in year 2007 my son born in July, and I got a new job in month of August. I moved from one 

city to other city with my family“. 

 

Event’s Analysis: 

 While Jupiter activated 1st and 5th houses, Sun (Putra-Karaka) and lord of 5th (Children) was in 

1st house activating it too. Thus, due to these two planets, native “became a father”. 

 Moon being lord of 4th house (Home-life environment), has to spoil/destroy 4th house. Since it 

is its, own, the result was change in residence thus making a native to have a “new” home-life 

environment. 

 Saturn being lord of 10th house had an impact on 1st & 4th houses. Mars had an impact on 6th 

(Employment conditions). Thus, due to change in job, the native was forced make a change in 

his residence. 
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Case # 6 (Male): 

 

 

BSP Rules Matrix: 
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Event’s Description: 

 

Native’s 31st birthday is on 4-May-2007. According to the Native, during his 32nd year, “In 1993, in 

my thirty second year I got a promotion in service which in fact was superseding thousands of other 

candidates. - promotion date 01.09.1993 “. 

Event’s Analysis: 

 While Jupiter activated 11th house (Financial gains), Sun activating 12th house and Moon 

spoiling it had a different result in native’s future. 

 The most important planet that strongly impacted during this period was Saturn. Saturn 

being 10th house lord, residing in 10th house, activated 10th house. With direct aspect from 

Rahu, something “odd” should be happening during this process. 

Conclusion:  

 

At the age of 32, even though there are 

four (4) BSP rules, the possibility of at least one 

rule being found true is very high.  The strength 

of four planets and the Mahadasa during the 

native’s 32nd year also depicts which rule might 

be activated.  

By: Sri Sastry Kara 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Born in Amalapuram, 

E.Godavari District, A.P, 

Sastry Karra grew up in 

Hyderabad, A.P. His father 

(Late) Karra. Venkata Rao, 

uncles and grandfather were 

all well versed in vedic 

astrology. It was his family 

tradition to provide 

predictions using vedic 

astrology for “Free”. 
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How to Prepare Food in a household? The vedic Paak Vidhi 

 

One must always do all the work as worship to HARI . When we love somebody, we go 
that extra mile in doing things for them! A father acts a little liberal and grants all the 
wishes of a daughter to show that she means everything to him. A husband does that 
extra bit to show that he cares for his wife. A soldier leaps in front of the enemy to 
show he does not even care for his life for his mother. So we all do something 
extraordinary to please our near and dear ones. When a question arise who is best 
father in the world, the daughter says my daddy superman, because he does such and 
such thing and that such and such thing should be extraordinary never done by anyone 
in this world to declare him to be best FATHER [ as if you tear his shirt you see a “S” 
mark] . Who is the best husband? of course BHEEMSENA, just to get a flower for his 
wife DRAUPADI, he travelled 30000 yojanas away from the earth, crossing Bharath 
khand , kimpurush khand and himavarta to Ketumaal and killing crores of 
rakshasas  crossing mountains and valleys and oceans ,got Saugandhika Pushpa from 
Gandhamadhan PARVAT in another VARSH ! [ more than just –  “tum kaho to chaand 
taare tod lawoon”  ] So one does things in best possible way to the limit of capacity to 
impress the Loved one! Shastras say one must HARI more than anybody else in the life! 
When such Love [sneha] is coupled with mahatmya gyana [ knowledge of supr emacy and 
gunapoornatva of Lord ] it is called BHAKTI . Such amala Bhakti leads to MOKSHA! 
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So Bhakta does everything that is to perfection and such an act is Pleasing to HARI. The 
purpose of every act is to Please HARI ie , impress HARI. SO shastra describe do’s and 
donts’ of each act from getting up early morning to sleeping in the night. Every act has 
a procedure and well laid in shastras. Every such act is composed of UTTAMA 
PAKSHA, MADHYAM PAKSHA  GAUNA PAKSHA  and ADHAMA paksha . leading to 
best medium and ordinary acts and wrong acts too. Each will have its own result. result 
always being HARI preeti. 

Even in UTTAMA paksha, there are various shastras and various sookshmas , which can 
be seen from the lives of the GREATS ! so gradatio n comesforth when such acts are 
carried out with perfection and level of perfection determines the gradation. So while 
variations in Uttama paksha leads to higher posts in tartamya, but failure does not lead 
to sin. But Madhyam gauna paksha are to be used in face saving situation, Adhama 
paksha is best avoided and can also be resorted to during apadhdharma! 

So while all acts comprise vidhi nishedha, so also PAAKA, that cookery ! LAOGAKSH 
smriti and Vashishta vyasa Smriti lay out beautiful foundation for PAA KA vidhi ! As to 
how food be prepared in a household. Food is to be prepared not for self but for 
naivedya for HARI . even when we or our near dear eat its HARI who eats by being 
within us . Because VISHNUSAHASRANAAM praises him as BHOKTA! YAGNYABHUk 

So ultimate procedure should be followed to prepare the food for HARI [ and one must 
not resort to kutarka that HARI desires nothing so anything offered is OKAY and 
everything offered is OKAY as everything consists of HARI , AGHORAS FEEL BOTH 
SHUDDHA AND ASHUDDHA ARE haridatta , so why look down upon ashuddha ! some 
even say it should not matter who prepares food , how one prepares food ,what one 
uses to prepare food as all are creations of HARI , so a pizza burger , etc can also be a 
naivedya ] We shall see how these cannot become NAIVEDAYA !  

Why should we cook for LORD, because, by eating VISHNU naivedya we get rid of sins 
, those sins that are factors for this samsaara !  

We must prepare food with the smarana of HARI all through. WHy? every work brings 
some kind of fatigue. But lord who creates this variety of universe does not get fatigue 
at all , thinking about him  during work removes such fatigue as Lord manifests in such 
act there arises no fatigue !  

Water should be brought with u tmost cleanliness [ madi] from river shore or nearest 
water body [natural] into the house. Then it should be filtered thrice by a muslin cloth 
or cotton. and poured into a different vessel. This forms the clean water! 
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Sage VASHISHTHA says “SNIGDHAM PATHYAM  TATHA SHUDDHAM SHUBHRAM 
RUCHYAM MANOHARAM | PAJAYEDODANADYAM TU JAYATE 
NIYATENDRIYA||”  

 

The food should have six qualities  

1. Snigdham:- What we eat ? we just don’t eat the food [ the material ] before us . 
We eat whole lot of other things along with the material food! the food is not just 
the dish before us. It is a signature of the personality of the cook ! When we say 
signature, it comprises about his thought process , his habits , his philosophy , his 
beliefs , his morality , his ways of living , his emotions towards the diet and the 
guest forms the entire aura of the food . We have to eat and digest everything of 
the above ! The aura that comprises the above makes changes to our aura, and 
food makes changes to the body! the thought makes changes to our thought ! So 
food should be well established in  sneha [ the quality that introduces 
snigdhatva ] , one should have bhakti towards the HARI , Anuraag 
towards the spouse ,vatsalya on the children , and gaurav towards the 
elders and atithi and abhyagata  and daya towards the dasa and dasi . 
Thus sneha takes so many forms according to the tartamya of 
relationship. Such a sneha makes the food equal to the nectar amrutam and 
increases the satvikta among the sajjanas. The food that does not have sneha is 
akin to poison and brings misfortunes. The sneha leading to snigdhatva is 
responsible for the amount of ghee and oil that goes into the food and these also 
contribute to the longevity and health of the one accepting the food. Usually 
when we eat outside, all such sneha concept is missing .  
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2. Pathyam:- The food should be conducive to health ,nutritional. The ingredients 
that goes into preparation should follow right proportions and should be in 
accordance with ayurveda ie. milk should not be mixed with curds, honey should 
not be mixed with ghee, but we see in some dishes, even onions and garlic are 
used along with milk, cream is used on a spicy dishes. These leads to health 
hazards. Stale food, over cooked or half boiled, these cause health complications.  
Food with non seasonal ingredients in opposite seasons cause health upsets. 
Seasons are also hourly as per paaksashtra, so certain foods  should not be 
prepared in evening or midnight. Certain foods should not be consumed early 
morning . So keeping in view all the pathya apathya ,if food is prepared , it brings 
happiness [moda] to chitta and stability to deha .  

3. Shuddham: - When we eat food ,it should give rise to satvik thoughts and increase 
satvik nature , so shuddha padartha should be used . One must know what are 
satvik ingredients, what is acceptable what is not , what is prohibited . so a food 
prepared with only acceptable satvik padart has and bereft of nishiddha padarthas 
is known as shuddha. Food has three parts, one that goes to nourish the body, 
second that nourishes the mind and third is the one that affects the journey of 
soul . Second part arises out of the vegetables and ingredie nts used in the food, 
satvik food gives satvik prachodan, rajasik food gives rajasik prachodan and 
tamasik food gives tamasik prachodan .  

4. Shubhram:- Food should be clean . clean from dirt . Both inner and outer . a cook 
should not have unclean appearance and cleanliness of thought is very necessary. 
if the cook in unclean in thoughts so also we get unclean thoughts forcefully after 
eating the food . This leads to misfortunate events . In the west a survey says , 
every two minutes people think of kama . so such a person if he prepares food , 
he induces kama in the person consuming . The level of kama may be not at all 
within the conducive limits of the consumer, so misfortunes follow . such a food 
causes temporary ashuddhi and avesha . Similarly hatred , gree d and anxiety and 
jealousy also get induced instantly with such food . Not to speak of ill will and 
criminal tendencies. . 

5. Ruchyam :- The food should be healthy and nutritional we have mentioned , but 
that does not mean it should taste like   a medicine or kashaya or simple kichadi 
type without any happiness to taste buds . Food should be a feast to tongue . This 
would come if the science of cooking is well known , the varieties of dishes , 
varieties of tastes , and varieties of rasas [ sweet , sour , salty ,chilly , astringent 
and unripe ] and varieties of herbs and spices and how they should be mixed in 
what proportion to give great meal . for ex . usually astringent vegetable when 
fried in butter with right amount of   sour ingredient and chilly instantly turns the 
preparation into a sweet smelling tasty dish . also The food should not be a tasted 
one [uchchista ] , this causes further degradation as it gives a share of misfortunes 
of the cook to consumer . the meal becomes tastier when presented for naivedy a 
with all the mudras like tarkshya , dhenu , parvat   and with a chant of dwadash 
stotra and Surabhi mantra makes it supernaturally tasty .  
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6. Manoharam :- The food should be feast to eyes and nose and extremely soothing 
and exhilarating to mind . Food should  not only be pleasant while eating but 
should be pleasant even after eating. This feeling of well being should remain 
throughout the day. How is this possible? this is possible by using good quality of 
products, second good presentation skill ie. Seasoning and garnishing and 
decorating. The aroma plays a very important role in seasoning and garnishing. 
The food is usually prepared and then a [poogapatta –  a special cloth] is filled 
with aromatic substances like karpoora , patola , kesari , nagkesar etc some times 
fruits like bijora neembu ,oranges or flowers like champa , kevada etc are used in 
different poogapatta and then the netra of this patta is closed around the food and 
hot ghee is poured . This renders excellent aroma to the food. When we mention 
quality, quality also includes the quality of dravya , ie the money that has been 
used to purchase these products . The money earned if it is not of sanmarga or 
from a sat-swamy [ boss/organization] or sadvritti then the sins of swamy will 
come along with dushta dravya, this enters the food too . Suppose one is very 
sensitive towards a concept called failure in love divorce or separation from 
spouse or parents etc . And resolves to be a good spouse, lover or child . But 
suddenly events in the life turn out that he is shunned by spouse or he himself 
have to leave parents. This causes extreme mental imbalance and grief . Grief not 
account of event but more out of failure in philosophy. And one will never find 
fault with oneself and feel event was more or less as of driven by unknown force . 
All such force is because of   asatdravya . The organization or boss you are serving 
is earning by means of kumarga or is indulgent in sins, all such sins of gohatya , 
sins leading to divorce , affairs , moha, losses , getting cheated and falling down 
morally , indulging in immoral acts , agamyagaman etc are shared and hits the 
consumer as everyday food is eaten out of such dravyas ,. So also dravya obtained 
by dana from such people give similar results .So though food will be tasty but 
will not be manohara in long run as it gives disturbed sleep and immoral karmas.  

  The clothes or dhoti should not be wet while cooking. Such a food is not fit for 
naivedya or to be given to devtas. The food prepared by wet clothes goes to 
rakshasas and devatas do not accept such a food . However a wet cloth if beaten 
against wind eleven times is considered dry .  

  The woman should never cook food for devatas without wearing a blouse or 
innerwears. Without blouse and innerwears if prepared such a food is eaten by 
ILVAL named demon i.e. devatas do not accept it. 

  Similarly one should not cook with wet hairs or one should not ether prepare with 
anger in mind . One must always dry the hair . Hair must never be dried directly 
against the fire , one must use dhoop sugandha or sambhrani to dry hair and not 
blow hot air or directly against fire . Such a food will be discarded by devtas and 
VATAPI demon eats such a food giving a mind of partiality among the eater . Anger 
causes one to become a fool among the group .  

  One must not cook with tears in eyes or grief in mind . Devatas do not partake 
such food . This food is fit to be taken by dogs and crows .  
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  All food that digresses the vidhi nishedha is known  as tamas and should not be 
consumed, if consumed by mistake or unknowingly the smriti gives following 
prayaschitta . Panchgavya prashana is the best remedy according to shastras . for 
men apat from panchagavya prashana 1000 gayatri is ordained. After that 
simhanuvaak parayana is ordained . If not done asuchi increases day by day .  

  One must not cook in a sleeping position . When cooked in such a position or 
cooking directly after sleep, kali’s wife alakshmi immediately enters such   a person 
. Thus the food becomes a good naivedya for KALI . Such a food good people 
should never touch . If taken such a food , once wealth gets destroyed . 
Misfortunes hit him in the following days . His luck evaporates . In such a situation 
one must immediately recite shantisukta for 108 times to regain luck . 

  One  must not cook facing west or south , such a food is taken by pisachas . pitrus 
and devatas dont touch such food . One must never give such food to atithis and 
bramhins . Eating such a food one looses his learnings [ vidyahaani ] . In the long 
run becomes a amused fool without any respect in   the society . The west food 
makes one suffer povert his belongings give way and loose lustre and slowly he 
becomes pennyless.  Prayaschitta is that one must stand in the east and do 
punashcharana samput of vayahruti  mantra  for ten times . in the end pranav should 
be chanted. 

  Agni is a bhuta tatva. It is very important in our life . It is a personal issue . Just 
like a good health conscious person does not use others belongings like clothes and 
utensils and bedsheets, towels and perfumery and soaps and other toiletries etc . 
Similarly agni should also be not used . Agni is three types : one that is used to do 
agnihotra etc . two that is used to light the deepa before HARI nandadeepa and 
three that is used to light the  house . The third one is suitable for cooking. first 
two should not be used for cooking. The first two is extremely protected since the 
day one gets sanskaara. The third is extremely personal. It is also protected . 

  one must always use ones own agni to cook and not others agni or borrowed agni, 
this food will not be accepted by devatas and pitrus. 

  Suppose one’s agni extinguishes then one must always get agni from a shrotriya 
only and follow the procedure to establish agni the house as per shruti and not ju st 
get it into the house. 

  One must never get agni from avaishnav, shudra vaishya , fallen or pashanda or 
unclean houses . If there is not a single bramhana in a kugrama then in that case one 
can get agni from the VAISHNAV sudra . This agni should be brough t via a dry 
twigs and not wood , such a twigs should be installed in the place outside of the 
house or garden . then one must increase the fire with few more twigs and when 
the fire is lit heavily , one can   get a tulasi kashtha  to light this fire and bring it 
inside the house and put in the chullaki . This should be then mixed with wood to 
keep the fire. This fire should be in the east of the room . Thus agni shuddhi is 
obtained. 

  Agni obtained by friction, or by sulphur or by iron filings is prohibited as  it is not 
“pavak’ agni .  
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  If agni is brought from a temple then some dakshina like rice, tamboola etc should 
be kept in the temple .  

  Cooking is yagnya, so the fuel used should be clean, it should be made of cowdung 
,or palash , khadir and bilva wood . Others are termed impure. butane , kerosene , 
methane ethanol , biogas , petroleum mixtures , microwave etc are not useful for 
the naivedya . 

  Krsihnacharya in smritimuktavali says tulasi ka shtha must be compulsorily used to 
prepare food . This will be very pleasing to LORD and even if small this will give 
punya equal to meru parvat .  

  With senses under control and silently one must prepare naivedya. 
  Rice should be washed thrice or four times before cooking. 
  It should be then taken in another vessel and cooked by poring water.  
  Rice should never be poured into hot water and then cooked, such a rice is unfit 

for naivedya . 
  Similarly Daal is unfit for naivedya if cooked on fire along with the wate r . Daal 

should be poured into hot water after washing it four times .  
  Shraddha cooking if done by daughter in law , it is liked by the pitrus .  
  The vessels to be kept before naivedya should be kept on a mandala square. 
  North east one should keep kheer vessel, south east one must keep vesels 

containing bhakshya , daal preparations in the southwest , all curries in the north 
west and rice in the centre , a ghee vessel in 
between rice and kheer ,  

  everyday new vesels should be used for 
cooking, or vessels made of wood used in 
yagnya should be used . but still once every 
month a new vessel should be used. 

  salt should be served on left  
  rice in the centre, kheer in the right upper 

ghee in the right. 
  curries of vegetables on the front. 
  bhakshya bhojya on the left. 
  no each dish should each other while 

serving. 
  tur daal preparation is good for devata 

karya 
  udid daal for pitru karya .  
  moong daal specially for pitru karya .  
  Similarly, til is good for pitru naivedya. 
  when all the dependents have eaten, dev, pitru, bramhins , family members , 

friends relatives , atithis , servants ,antya j chandaladi , beggars , dogs , animals , 
birds , pisachas etc . then the yejamaana should eat and after his meals wife should 
eat in the same plate as that of husband. this increases love between them as wife 
imbibes the qualities of husband more and more  
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Badhak concept in new light. 
 

 

Badhaka for fixed lagnas 
Traditionally ninth lord is considered badhak  for fixed lagnas  
The Sarvarth Chintamani of Vyankatesh Sharma, Chapter 17, Pages 367-371, by J.N. Bhasin, Sagar 
Publications. 
In Prasna Marga, Harihara has given the analysis of an horsocope based on Badhaka point of 
view. He says that for all movable signs, the 11th house there from is the badhaka sthana, for all 
fixed signs, the 9th there from are their badhakasthana and for all the dual signs, the 7th there from 
are their badkasthanas. 
Taking traditional view the badhaks are as under for each sign. 

 
 Moveable signs----Aries – Aquarius , cancer—Taurus , Libra---- Leo   Capricorn --- Scorpio ( 

Saturn ,Venus, Sun and mars) 
 Dual signs---Gemini—Sagittarius ,  Virgo—Pisces ,  Sagittarius—Gemini,  Pisces – Virgo ( 

Jupiter, mercury ) 
 Fixed signs---Taurus—Capricorn ,   Leo—Aries    , Scorpio—cancer,     Aquarius--- Libra ( 

Saturn, mars ,moon and Venus) 
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 But for Taurus Saturn is yogakarka ,for leo Mars is a yoga karaka, for Scorpio moon is an 
auspicious planet for Aquarius Venus is a yoga karaka. 

 Now the question can a planet be a yoga karaka and badhaka at the same time. 
 It’s like a driver with feet on accelerator and brake the vehicle goes nowhere. Taking Kama 

trikona we find lord of 7th as badhak for dual signs, lord of 11th as badhak for moveable signs now 
it leaves lord of 3rd to be notified as badhak for fixed lagna making the kama trikona as badhak 
trikona,for its well known that desires develop from Kaam and all sufferings and setbacks arise 
from it only. 

 Taking 3rd lord  as badhaka we get the following picture . 
 Taurus--  Cancer ,  Leo--- Libra ,  Scorpio--- Capricon,  Aquarius--- Aries( Moon ,Venus ,Saturn 

and mars) 
 Moreover this adds up to the kama trikon as explained above thereby once again the logic of 3rd as 

badhaka  gives a good logical pointer . 
 
Dharma trikona-Lagna ,5th & 9th houses. 
Artha trikona-2nd ,6th & 10th houses. 
Kama trikona-3rd, 7th& 11th houses 
Moksha trikona-4th ,8th & 12th houses. 
 
 
Dharma trikona are houses of rigteous deeds. lords of these houses are helpful in making life a 
success they may be called sadhakas. Houses in opposition to lagan , 5th & 9th are 7th .11th & 3rd 
forming kama trikona , if dharma helps kama or vasana ( lust) obstructs thus badhaks . For moveable 
signs  5th house & lords are best helpful and therefore the opposite 11 th house and its lord is 
badhak. For dual signs lagan and lagnesh are most helpful  and therefore the opposite 7 th is badhak. 
For fixed signs 9th house and 9th lord are most helpful and thus not deterrent as mistaken by some 
others , therefore the opposite  house 3 and its lord are the badhaks .  
Badhak for moveable signs is 11th lord ,for muteable signs 7th lord for fixed lagna lord of 3rd which is 
always inimical to lord of ascendant  should be badhaka thereby logically it completes the kama 
trikona with 7th and 11th lord already bsadhakas.How can a dharma bhav pati or bhagyesh be a 
badhakesh for fixed lagna more so when its yogakarak planet also . 
 
For eg For TAURUS LAGNA MAKAR RASI is BADHAKESH as per astrological texts SO  
SANI IS BADHAKESH  BUT  for TAURUS LAGNA SANI ALSO IS CONSIDERED THE BEST 
YOGAKARAKA .  
 
Delineating further let’s take a look at house significations of 3rd and 9th house. 
 

 Significations of 3rd house---- Mental inclinations, ability, memory, intellect, inclination to 
study, restlessness, mental confusion. 

 Arms, fingers, dexterity, adaptability, co-ordination, hands, throat, shoulder blade, collarbone, 
and nervous system, lungs 

 Correspondence, communications, books, letters, papers, writings, accounting, 
mathematics, press 
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 Courage, firmness, valor, bravery, prowess and heroism. 
 Younger brothers and sisters, cousins, kindred, casual acquaintances, neighbors, short travel. 
 Eating unspoiled or pure foods, edible roots and fruits. 
 Vehicles, bicycle, bus, train, or railway, boats, car trips, boat trips. 
 Rumors, gossiping, carrying tall tales. 
 Post office, telephone, TV, telegraph, radio, telecommunications, computer, airmail. 
 Library, bookstore, mediator, messenger, reporter, publicity officer, editor, journalist. 
 Change of residence, signature, signing contracts or agreements. 
 Neighboring countries, treaties, roadside places, partition of property. 
 Illness of Mother-in-Law 
 Father-in-law 
 Children of friends 

 
 Significations of 9th house---- Wisdom, faith and divine worship, devotion to God, higher 

communications 
 Religious and philosophical beliefs, philosophy, devotion 
 Fortune, invention, discovery, exploration 
 Churches, temples, mosques, places of worship, pilgrimage to holy places 
 Meditation, intuition, spiritual preceptors, dreams and visions 
 Father, Guru, short trips involving spouse 
 Legal arbitration, law, legal departments 
 Immigration and emigration 
 Long journeys, air travel, sea voyages 
 Publishing of books, long distance communications 
 International affairs, import and export, national trade, circulation of money 
 Charities, visits to holy places sacrifice, good conduct, penance 
 Wells, tanks, water sheds vehicles of servants 
 Children’s pleasures and speculative benefits; pleasures derived from sports (5th from the 5th) 
 Mother’s illness, spouse of younger sibling (brother or sister in-law), friends to elder sibling 

 
Taking a look at 3rd house significations we find that third is more about action, confusion casual 
acquaintances, courage, firmness, communication, rumor mongering etc. 
While 9th stands for wisdom faith, Guru, Father, fortune, good conduct, penance and philosophy. 
So though the third stands for worldly desires, confusion, action, boldness etc the ninth house 
stands for wisdom, learning and restraint and faith,so how can the lord of 9th obstruct or hinder 
progress. 
Lord of 3rd is almost always considered as a malefic while lord of 9th is considered benefic. A benefic 
cannot obstruct, so it has to be the lord of 3rd to be the badhak. 
 
Astrological  birth data of Manu chabbria and other  life details taken from journal of 
astrology  July- Aug 2012. 
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Manu chabbria the well known businessman of yesteryears had a dream run of acquiring and 
building a business empire till he fell out with his brother their rivalry then took a nasty turn and 
they soon tried to bring each other down sometimes sharing the family business secrets with law 
agencies and rivals. Manu chabbaria the well known businessman with a business empire of more 
than $600 million was pulled down due to fallout from own brother in Maha dasa of Mars-jupiter 
Jupiter lord of 8th is in exchange with 3rd lord and thus soaks the characterstics of 3rd lord  and 
becomes  a  badhaka  due to placement and exchange .Chara dasha,kumbha- tula.  His third 
lord  venus and its dispositor Jupiter  acted as badhak for him obstructing his mercurial growth for it 
was his own brother who spilled the beans for him. 

 
 
 
Example 2---- LK Advani 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-lZWWLkeMB5o/VZYKKsShbgI/AAAAAAAABXY/bKLB13Be8zo/s1600/untitled.JPG
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MD Saturn-Saturn –mercury  from 22/7/2009 to 26/07/2009 LK advani had to resign as leader of 
opposition , Saturn is Badhaka  as lord of 3rd house. 
 

By: Sri Jatinder Sandhu  

Find him in various websites like http://astrologytreeforum.net/; http://www.indiadivine.org/; mysticboard.com (vedic astrology 

discussions), http://bharatiyajyotishmantrasaadh 
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http://bharatiyajyotishmantrasaadh/
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-R9-1_Nx7n24/VZYL7LNdUzI/AAAAAAAABXk/cbAmA1V7d8I/s1600/untitled.JPG
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Dreams And Moksha 
 

Jyotisha has three skandhas : Siddhanta (Ganita 
incl. theory), Horaa, and Samhitaa. Shakuna-
shaastra is a part of the third skandha Samhitaa. 
Shakuna-shaastra includes, among other topics, 
the interesting topic 'Interpretation of Dreams'. 

A large body of work by rishis was available in 
ancient ages on such topics, but only a small tip 
of this occult iceberg is now available, and a 
large number of available works are in 
unpublished form, mostly in Sanskrit. 

Interpretation of Dreams is, therefore, a part of 
Vedic knowledge. Unfortunately, all available 
ancient works on this subject has not been even 
listed so far, leave aside studied. 

Ancient shaastras define dream as that state of 
Jeeva when Mana is awake and Indriyas sleep. 
Mana is a part of Mind; Mind is Chitta which 
includes 13 karanas. 

Yoga Vaashishtha defines Mana as that faculty of 
Chitta which has the power to take Samkalpa. 

When other external (ie, Indriyas) and internal (Buddhi, Ahamkaara) faculties of Mind either sleep or 
become dormant, Mana has a free hand. Then, it takes samkalpas according to its desires which are 
manifest in two types of dreams : 
(1) simple seeing (with mind's eye) of imagined dreams which are false and mostly illogical, and 
(2) actually taking the Chitta or Kaarana-shareera to other lokas either for fulfilling samkalpas or at the 
call of other Chittas. 

Every night, Chitta of all creatures goes to Brahm loka but only in sushupti when Mana sleeps and soul 
is under a deception of sleep. Between Brahm-loka and this loka, there are many intermediate lokas 
which Chitta may visit. Other real Chittas may also visit us. These visits are not voluntary but are 
conditioned by our graha dashaas. Some such dreams are results of our intense actions and volitions, 
and some may come without any immediate reason. 
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Those dreams which are not directly related to day's activities can be explained on account of graha 
dashaas and are therefore related to horaa skandha of Jyotisha. Effects of dreams are part of samhitaa 
skandha and are dealt under Omens or Shakunas. 

There is another class of dreams: answer of questions we fail to obtain in Jaagrata state. Some samhitaa 
texts illustrate the method of getting answers deliberately. Eg, Lomash samhitaa. Atharvaveda has 
mantras against bad dreams. 

Hora texts mention that when good or bad effects of some planet are not strong, the results come only 
in dreams and not in real life. For the Ego (Ahamkaara), Jaagrata state is real and dreaming state is 
false. But Jaagrata state reveals only the sensory world to us, which is neither permanent nor ultimate 
reality. Both Jaagrata and Svapna states are for receiving phalas of past karmas, and the real receiver is 
Jeeva. In Jaagrata, all 13 faculties receive the phala and relish or detest it. But in svapna only Mana 
tastes the phalas. Hence, only weak phalas are reaped in dreams, except in some nightmares. 

Yoga aims at controlling and ultimately getting rid of dreams. Interpretation of dreams is very 
important for spiritual progress of a would be yogi, and it is important for knowing the mundane 
results for the grihasthas. 

Dr Girija Shankar Shastri of Allahabad is editing, commenting on and publishing many ancient Samhitaa 
texts, some of which are bringing to lighthitherto unknown aspects of dreams. Many other scholars also 
work, but no concerted effort has ever been made to collect and publish the vast ancient material on 
this topic. 

============== MOKSHA : 

What is Moksha? To start with, it is deliverance from bondage. It is Mukti from bonds. 

What bondage? Bondage of ignorant Purusha or Atman to Prakriti. 

What is Atman or Purusha? It is the real self, hidden underneath ego or Ahamkaara, generally ignorant 
of its distinction from ego, which is the false 
self. Most of us think this false self to be the real. Atman is neither masculine nor feminine, nor 
eunuch. Yet it is Purusha, not in this worldly sense, but in the sense that it DWELLS in the Pur made 
by Prakriti. 

Prakriti is made up of three antah-karanas (Buddhi, Ahamkaara, Mana), and ten baahya-karanas of five 
karmendriyas and five gyaanendriyas, plus five tanmaatras (qualities perceived by sense organs, eg 
Roopa, Rasa, Gandha, Sparsha, Shabda), and five Mahaabhootas (physical forms of tanmaatras). All this 
make up our physical and astral (kaarana-shareera) bodies. Kaarana shareera is composed of 13 karanas 
enumerated above, and accompanies the Atman through all cycles of rebirths since time immemorial 
and will accompany us till we get rid of it through Moksha. In modern psychology this Kaarana-
shareera is called Mind which is not Mana but Chitta in ancient terminology. 
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Desires make up the cement which creates the bond between Prakriti and Purusha / Atman. Kaama is 
the bedrock of all desires and is essential force behind Oedipus Complex (I do not want to elaborate 
this topic here). On this bedrock flourish three broad types of desires: lust for offsprings, for money 
and for everlasting fame (Putraishanaa, Vittaishanaa, Lokaishanaa). 

There are three normal states of Mana: Jaagrata, Svapna and Sushupta. 

Jaagrata = when Atman, Mana and Indriyas are all awake. 

Svapna = when Indriyas go to sleep but Mana is awake and wanders from one mental drama of 
wishfulfilment to another. 

Sushupta = when Mana also sleeps, and the Atman falsely believes itself to be asleep too. 

Atman is by nature super-conscious and is totally incapable of sleeping. But countless lives of 
hallucination have made the Jeevaatmaa a servant of Mind (Jeevaatmaa is real Atman plus Prakriti's 
tattvas mentioned above). Jeevaatmaa does not know itself and thinks whatever is thought by the mind. 
And the mind thinks or does what it likes, it is unconcerned with the Atman. Mana needs rest, like 
body and Indriyas. When it rests, there is no thought or scene in it, and then Jeevaatmaa thinks there is 
nothing. This false sense of self-negation is Nidraa (= looking down, ie, not looking at consciousness 
and light), which is a specific Klishta Vritti of Chitta and permanent deliverance from Nidraa leads to 
Moksha. 

Nidraa normally takes 30% of 24 hours, and most of it is composed of dreams which tax the mind. 
Deep sleep or Sushupti occurs only for few interrupted moments, but it is enough for refreshing us for 
the coming day. Why? Rishis said that during Sushupti the Jeeva lives in communion with Brahm and is 
therefore rejuvenated, but Jeevaatmaa is ignorant of this fact. 

Nidraa is not a permanent trait of Jeeva, and can be overcome with constant practice of Yogic nidraa, in 
which the Jeevaatmaa remains fully awake while the Mana and Indriyas sleep. This yoganidraa is called 
fourth or Tureeya or fourth state of Mind. In it, the lives in Communion with Brahm for the whole 
period, and the benefic effect is far more profound than normal nidraa. Lifelong practice of Samaadhi 
plus Yoganidraa (no essential difference) takes the yogi to a stage when the Samskaara for Moksha 
overpower the Samskaara for Vyutthaana (inclination towards this world). Death in such a state results 
to Moksha, when Atman attains permanent communion with Brahm and does not need rebirth. 

There are four subtle types of Moksha described in Vedanta (Brahmsutra). They can be classed into two 
broad varieties: Advaita and Vishishta-advaita. In advaita state of Moksha, the soul merges into the 
Brahma and becomes Brahm in effect. In other varieties, the Mukta Purusha lives in Communion with 
Brahm but retains its own identity. All other states of Jeeva are bonded states opposed to Moksha and 
fall under Dvaita type of existence: difference between Jeeva and Brahma in actual practice although 
not in essence. A Mukta Purusha retaining separate identity can do wonders. 

Indriyas can see only its Vishayas and not the inner reality. Moreover, Indriyas can see Vishayas of our 
own Loka only, not of other Lokas. 
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These are traditional views about Moksha described in ancient rexts. Personally, I have no experience 
of Moksha like other mortals, but I personally know many sadhus who are in highly advanced stages of 
spiritual evolution. They do not want contacts with non-devouts, and they avoid TV, propaganda, 
chelaa-doms, Papal empires or Mahantha-seats in Mathas. 

Transcendental Meditation is highly helpful in mental and physical relaxation, but it is not Yoga-nidraa. 
The latter contains Yoga which means Communion of Jeevaatmaa and Brahma. Alpha state is not 
samadhi, but merely a highly relaxed state of mind. Doctors can never be allowed to exoeriment with 
Samadhi. 

If night-dreaming relaxes, then daydreaming should follow suit, and all of us should dream as much as 
possible, day and night. 

Sushupti is only momentary, but ancient ideas about it may differ from modern definitions. Medical 
textbooks on sleep and dream are not unanimous about the ratio of dreaming phase versus deel sleep. 
Moreover, this ratio differs from person to person. Some dreams may relax; some do the opposite. 

Medical experts can help in learning PHYSICAL characteristics of various levels of sleep, but no more. 
Physical characteistics constitute only the SURFACE of phenomena. NOUMENA cannot be 
apprehended through sensory organs or instruments, and is closed to positivist sciences. For it, we 
need to activate our dormant faculties through practical Yoga. Merely by reading books of Yoga cannot 
help in understanding it. 

Deep sleep as defined by physical science is different from Sushupti as defined in ancient classics of 
India. Sushupti is complete switching-off of all levels of Mana, hence no dreaming is possible in that 
stage. Some nightmares are not viewed as visual dreams and therefore there is no eye movement and 
associated activities of brain. Some nightmares come as if from bolt from the blue. But some develop 
gradually. Some dreams start from normal scenes and then abruptly change into nightmares. 

Shavaasana is not simply lying flat. But perfection ie, aasana-siddhi, in lying flat is first stage of 
Shavaasana which only some rare individuals achieve. Half an hour of transcendental meditation is not 
aasana-siddhi. Statue like shavaasana for at least 24 hours must be practised for quite some time before 
real shavaasana is achieved in which one has simply to lie flat and concentrate only on Japa, the rest is 
helped by God Who makes the body as if it were a corpse (shava) and the bond between Mind and 
Body is weakened. 

For siddhi in siddhaasana, minimum time is 9 ghatis or 3.6 hours (3 hours 36 minutes). 

Demons also performed japa and tapa to attain superhuman powers. Hence, the Moksha attained by 
saints is different from the moksha attained by Asuras like Kamsa &c. Vedants speaks of four types of 
Mokshas but these types are not adequately explained in any text. Only attainment of Tureeya avastha 
can help in understanding these things. 

Gayatri is a mantra for samaadhi only, which is clear from its meaning (…. inspire into us such an 
intellect, O Lord, which remains FIXED on thee). But many persons use it for achieving worldly things 
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and end up often with unwanted results. The mantra for japa for attaining yoga must be received from a 
siddha guru. 

Asuras like Hiranyakashyapa or Ravana attained such powers that they were relieved from this world 
permanently, not because they deserved the highest state ever attainable by holiest of saints, but 
because this world deserved to be relieved from them. These powerful asuras were put in permanent 
cold storage. There are four types of Moksha! There are a lot of asuras and raakshasas even today who 
eulogise and try to follow Ravana, but lack the powers of Ravana. Ravana was a great tapasvi and a 
great bhakta of Lord Shiva. Yet, Lord Shiva did not help him against Lord Rama. Why Lord Shiva did 
not help one of His greatest bhaktas? Because Ravana was not a real bhakta, he became a bhakta because 
he wanted superhuman powers in return. It is business, not bhakti. 

Real Sanyaasa is essential for real Moksha. Sanyaasa ashrama is merely a tool, and not the only one, for 
achiving real Sanyaasa. Grihasthas like Janaka and Yajnavalkya attained Brahm in grihastha-ashrama, and 
Dhruva attained the supreme state even before entering into the first ashrama! Dhruva did not study 
Vedas or anything else. Valmiki did not enrol in any gurukul. They performed japa and tapa, but mere 
japa-tapa does not ensure Moksha, japa-tapa helps in removing obstacles to Moksha IF the intentions 
are good. Hence, the grace of God is essential. Praayashchitta of even one grave sin is very difficult. 
Deliverance from all sins of all countless lives is impossible without the Grace of God. God may be 
anything: Rama or a statue or a symbol or a formless idea or Neti-Neti, and mantra for japa may be 
anything given by a gifted guru, the essential thing is purity of heart and sincerity plus perseverance of 
efforts. 

Once, a learned sadhu had to take shelter in the hut of an illiterate villager. The sadhu sat in a corner 
under a Kambala (quilt) and started japa. The villager was earnestly trying to meet God but did not 
know how. He begged the sadhu to teach the mantra. The sadhu refused, because the villager did not 
belong to proper caste. The villager started a japa of following mantra in Hindi: 

Jo kambala vaalaa bhajataa hai, vahee main bhajataa hoo ("I perform the same japa as this person in quilt 
does") 

After many hours, the Lord appeared before him and taught him the 12-letter mantra of Lord Krishna 
being used by the sadhu, and then vanished. 

The villager started japa of that mantra aloud, not knowing that mental japa was better. The sadhu was 
surprised and asked the villager who taught him that mantra. The villager said Lord Krishna had arrived 
in that humble hut to teach him the mantra. The sadhu could not believe that decades of japa of proper 
mantra failed to show the Lord even for a second, while a wrong "mantra" in vernacular tongue 
broughtl the Lord ! The sadhu asked him to show the Lord. The villager started japa and begged the 
Lord to appeared again, but when the Lord reappeared only the illiterate villager could see Him and the 
learned sadhu could not see the Lord and concluded that the villager was a liar. But the question 
remained unsolved for him: who taught the villager his mantra? The sadhu wasted time on logic, 
arguments, etc to solve this riddle, but could not realize the importance of innocence and purity of 
heart, without which Grace of God cannot be achieved. 
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Aagama is a pramaana (proof) only for those who have followed Vedic path in actual practice for 
adequate duration. For others, Aagama is not a proof because they do not travel the distance required 
to see its proof. 

Sandhyaa-vandana's initial portion contains Agha-marshana Sukta taken from penultimate sukta of 
Rgveda. It says: 

…Rta and Sat are born out of Tapa… 

Rta is eternal (divine) moral order, and Sat is that which is it eternal Sattaa (ie, the non-material Atma-
tattva). 

Tapa has three varieties : 
aasana-siddhi for shaareerika tapa, 
mauna for vaachika tapa, and 
praanaayama for maanasika tapa. 

Aasana siddhi enables a person for Samaadhi which is the ultimate goal of Yoga. Aasanas like 
sheersaasanas are not for samaadhi, they help only in preparation for yoga. Shavaasana is most favoured 
of all four basic aasanas of samaadhi, the only danger in shavaasana is that it is most vulnerable to sleep. 
Mauna, according to Yajnavalkya in Brihadaaranyaka-upanishada, is that ultimate state of real 
Consciousness in which use of words (ie, process of thinking logically which needs words) stops and 
dormant power of Mana is activated which we can term as super-consciousness. For non-yogis, Mauna 
is abstinence from speaking. Yogic Mauna of Yajnavalkya is goal of yoga, while normal Mauna is 
vaachika tapa. Maanasika tapa is praanaayama. Most of moderners wrongly believe that praanaayama is 
breathing exercize which strengthens lungs. But Patanjali mentions only two benefits of praanaayama : 
it removes the veils of ignorance (ie, unconscious portion of mind is destroyed by praanaayaama), and it 
enables for internal yoga (dhaaranaa-dhyaana-samaadhi). 

Without performing these austerities, it is impossible to see or feel the direct proofs of authenticity of 
scriptures. Jyotisha is the only Ptatyaksha pramaana of Veda. 

(I am not a perfect yogi, but I have personal experience of all levels of it which I am not fortunate 
enough to practise as much I should. Without lifelong practice, there is little benefit from attaining 
Tureeya avastha for some brief periods of life. Whatever I have written under this thread is neither 
from any modern book of Yoga nor from my secret personal experience, but from ancient classics 
which I attested through my personal practice. These are not closely guarded secrets but are easily 
available in bookshops. Dream analysis is very important for becoming a Yogi and I had to study 
medical texts too, but they did not help me because my aim was different. Scientists merely analyse 
dreams, yogis control dreams. Without a complete check on all dreams and without complete 
wakefulness during Sushupti, yoga cannot be perfected. ) 

Now some personal comments for those who want to ACT: 
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Asana is defined by Patanjali as that posture in which one can sit in a fixed state for long duration, 
which is essential for samaadhi. There are only four asanas for samadhi: siddhaasana, shavaasana, 
padmaasana and vajraasana. The last two cannot be performed for long duration by most of us. 

I practised both Shavaasana (for 7.2 hours in night) and Siddhaasana (for 3.6 hours thrice a day) for long 
periods. For 13 days, I performed continuous Shavaasana for 24 hours followed with 12 hours of 
siddhaasana, devoting only half an hour to nitya karma and never venturing out of my house where I 
lived alone. The pain I suffered was tremendous. But the results I received was much more than 
tremendous: the Jeeva which was under hallucination since Time Immemorial came out of its long 
stupor and started uninterrupted Japa-yajna which has never stopped to this day, even during sleep, 
talking, etc. Now-a-days I cannot devote all my time to asanas, but I still adhere to certain lifelong rules 
: whole night shavaasana, akhanda brahmacharya, abstinence from all spices or oils or salts in foods, 
practice of Yama and Niyama as much as I can, etc. I never aspired for worldly gains, but worldly gains 
are also tremendous in all fields : money, fame, etc, which come without my asking. 

But interaction with worldly peoples has weakened my gains and I need to intensify my formewr yogic 
practices now. In the period of greatest austerities, I could see with closed eyes and could read minds of 
others, although faintly. Not now. But such powers MUST never be one's aim, otherwise one may 
become Ravana or Mahisaasura. 

Real Praanaayaama can be performed ONLY in Siddhaasana, otherwise seminal ejaculation will occur if 
Praanaayaama is performed with utmost effort, esp the Baahya Kumbhaka which few persons do in 
Kaliyuga. But even if seminal ejaculation occurs during Praanaayaama, it is not an end of Brahmacharya 
because it is not caused by Kaama, and is a sign of remaining sins. Saatvika food, solitude, meditation, 
etc reduce such mishaps. 

Blessed are those who experience even brief experience of Divine Bliss which is the normal state of real 
samaadhi. Till then, we must suffer, either through ignorance and consequent rebirths or through 
Tapasyaa to get rid of this ignorance. Tapasyaa is painful, but there is no alternative for destroying hard 
sins. Only soft sins can be destroyed by bhajanas &c, unless bhajana is no intense and prolonged that it 
leads to uninterrupted Japa-yajna which is the highest yajna according to Gita. Attainment of Divine 
Consciousness is what Veda aims at, and Jyotisha is the only tangible proof of this divinity hidden 
underneath Unconscious Mind in all of of us; hence Jyotisha is the Eye of Veda. Jyotisha gives us proofs 
of fruits of karmas following through rebirths and is therefore a proof of existence of Soul taking 
rebirths to experiecne fruits of Karmas described by Phalita Jyotisha. 

-Sri Vinay Jha 
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Prithvi Tatwa: The laws of Naturopathy 
 

 

Nautropathy believes in treatment of the body by enhancing the resistance and increasing the vital force 

of the body. It is not curative in true sense but can be called a method of balancing the vital forces and 

bringing them back to their natural state. 

According to naturopathy our body is composed with ratios of five elements. The restoration of an 

element requires a treatment with the material that are composed of same element. 

These are called “Panchamahabhootas” or “Panchatatwas.” 

These elements are also mentioned in Ayurveda and Yogic sutras. Maharishi Charak has defined these 

Mahabhootas in his sutras as well. In fact, they are basic building blocks in all kind of ancient Indian 

sciences. According to all these sciences, the restoration of these elements can lead to a fine stage where 

a person is not affected by diseases anymore. Naturopathy also tries for the same but in a very different 

manner. It uses elemental substances to restore this balance. For example, mud is used for restoration of 

earth element, sunlight is used to restore fire element and so on. 

Earth is an element which is known as “Prithvi Tatwa”. It is the fifth element in series. According to 

Chandogya Upanishadaha  
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“Aisham bhootanam Prithiv Rasah”7 

The above sloka says that this element is the Rasa or essence of all other elements. 

Amongst the tridoshas 8 mentioned in Ayurveda the Kapha is composed of Earth and Water. Mud is related 

to earth. Earth related treatments mostly employ different kind of muds for the same. It is due to same 

reason that earthen pots are used in summers in India. Earthen pots represent earth element which carries 

Water Element. Water element and Kapha removes pitta which according to Ritucharya9 is the 

predominant humor in summers. So you see everything in Oriental countries is based on certain scientific 

reasons. 

TYPES OF EARTH: 

There are four types of earth which are defined in Sastras. Kshatriya Earth, Vaisya Earth, Brahmin Earth 

and Kshudrak Earth. Besides this sand is also a part of earth. 

Kshatriya Earth: This type of mud is red in color. It can also be called red earth and it is found in 

Vindhya region of India.  

Yellow Earth or Vaisya Earth:  This type of Mud is yellow in color. Armani earth is also yellow in 

color. It is used by woman to wash hairs and clean their skins. It is found near ponds and on banks of 

rivers.  

White Earth: It is white in color and is found near ponds and rivers. It gives peace and knowledge 

according to sastras. 

Black Earth:  It is found in areas where lava is deposited. It forms a special consistent mixture when 

mixed with water. It is very good in protecting hair and keeping them clean.  

Sand: Sand is found on sea shores and river banks. It has small particles which help in digestion when 

mixed with water. 

EARTH BATHS 

Dry and wet earth baths are observed in Naturopathy. Both needs specially prepared clean earth which 

is then applied on Skin. Both baths help in reduction of toxins from the body. Dry earth bath opens the 

pores of skin and helps in toxin reduction. Wet earth requires the person to sit in sun after the application 

of wet earth on body. A bath is taken after both kinds of bath. Wet earth baths help in removal of pitta 

doshas. 

 

                                                
7 Chandogya Upanishad 
8 Troubles related to three humors 
9 The methods to be followed during a particular season. 
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EARTH TO BE APPLIED IN DISEASES 

1. Hot Bandage of Earth: Local clean earth is used for hot bandage. The earth should be free of 

chemicals and should be sieved properly before use. Best earth to be used is found near river banks 

or can be obtained from fireplaces. Water to be added in this mud should not be stirred with 

hands. A wooden spoon can be used for the same. A cloth bandage should be put on the affected 

area. Now we can use a spoon to apply the wet earth on the bandage. The earth bandage should 

be thick by half an inch. A second layer of woolen bandage should be applied on mud pack. The 

patient needs to take rest for 20 to thirty minutes after the application. The woolen bandage 

prevents the body heat from escaping the affected region. As the mud becomes hot with body heat 

this bandage is known as hot bandage. Hot bandage should be not applied on stomach just after 

the meals. A gap of two hours is required for the same. Earth used once cannot be used twice 

because it absorbs poisonous material from body. 

2. Cold Bandage of Earth: Cold bandage is a bandage which is same as above except for the 

woolen bandage that is put above the mud bandage. 

3. Bandage of Hot Earth: In this bandage Earth is mixed with water and is warmed on fire. Then 

it is applied on the body and is covered with a flannel. It is useful in sprain. 

4. Eating Sand: According to Louis Kuhne, sand can cure many ailments like constipation. Sand is 

not digestible and if ingested, it can clean the intestines and loosen the foreign matter. 

 

 

-The editorial Desk. 
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Ten easy Vastu Tips that can make you wealthy  
 

 

 

Vastu is the balance of elemental forces that can influence variety of factors of an otherwise monotonous 

life. Wealth is an integral part of human life and everybody seeks Goddess Laxmi10 to grant some boon. 

It is basic human nature to seek comfort and luxury. Some people have a notion that luxury, comfort and 

happiness are interconnected. Though on a personal note, I fairly doubt this statement, but for the 

avoidance of a debate, I hereby follow the general rules laid down by human population. 

The elemental ratios responsible for wealth can disrupt and balance this matter and we can benefit by 

making changes in our structures if we can understand the intricacies involved in this wealth making 

system. 

TECHNICALS: You can leave the following paragraphs and plunge straight into the matter by reading the 

points mentioned in the end. 

“Agni11”, “Vayu12” & “Prithivi13” have a say in this matter. Jal14 and Akash15 have relations with non-

materialistic matters. Air has such qualities and can change depending on location and position.  

                                                
10 Goddess of Wealth in India. 
11 The element of Fire. 
12 The element of Air. 
13 The element of Earth. 
14 The element of Water. 
15 The element of Ether. 
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In Jyotisa planets Mars & Sun are fiery by nature and signs 1,5 and 9 are fiery. Moon and Venus rules 

water. Mercury rules earth and Saturn rules Air. I have consolidated the same in following table. 

 Fire Air Earth 

Planets Sun, Mars Saturn Mercury 

Signs 1,5,9 3,7,11 2,6,10 

 

The combinations of these signs and planets and their respective relative objects have relations with 

wealth making system. 

The problem is the fate system that works according to the directions given by supreme cosmic energy. 

Vastu correction is a type of challenge for the same system. It is time consuming and gives very good 

results if applied in a proper manner. 

Vastu is a unique system for every individual and every human dwelling carries an individual fingerprint 

which is different from others. The intricacies are present because of the uniqueness in the system and 

the corrections have to applied on individual basis and assessment. Yet I will share some universal things 

that can be used to bring changes in every life. 

Please note that time, place and dik or directions needs to be understood to implement these changes in 

correct manner. 

I know all this must be some kind gibberish for some individuals but this gibberish is essential to 

completely understand the rules. 

So here are the rules: 

1. The time between 4 am to sunrise time is important. This is because the positive cosmic energies are 

present on this earth during this span. These positive vibes can enter your homes only when the entrance 

of your dwelling is clean and dust free. So one needs to get up early in the morning to clean the front of 

the dwelling. This allows the energy a free flow inside the house. 

2. Cluttering in any part of the house causes harm in the flow of energy, so it is good to avoid cluttering 

in the house. Manage your assets and property in such a way that littering never comes in the passage. 

That is the reason why minimalistic style appears so peaceful. 

3. South, South East should not carry water bodies in the house. This will cause extra expenditures and 

health problems for the inhabitants of the house. Avoid the construction of underground water tanks in 

this area. 

4. South and South east should not carry drainage and should not carry ventilation holes from roof. 

5. Kitchen or the cooking zone should be very clean. Keep pests away from kitchen and dustbin in kitchen 

should always remain covered. 
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6. Avoid water bodies in Western direction. Avoid long galleries or passages in western zone. 

7. The shadows of trees, temples etc should not fall on the mother wall of the house during any time of 

the day. 

8. Repair any cracks visible in South, South east and Western directions. Cracks in these areas will lead 

to penury.  

9. Do not allow pigeons, bats, spider-webs and beehives inside the premises. 

10.  The main door of the house is Arudha so make it beautiful and adorn it with auspicious symbols of 

“Swastika” etc. The ladies of the house should perform “Dwar Poojan” or offer prayers to the main door. 

You can also install a pair of ferocious looking statues on the pillars of both the walls. These are “dwar 

devatas16” that will prevent mishaps in the house. 

These points seem very easy and almost idiotic to an extent but these points have stood the test of time 

and worked like miracle for many of my clients. These are very subtle points which carry very minute 

scientific observation.  

Anybody who follows these points with great care will benefit and his/her wealth will reach newer 

heights.  

 

 

-The Editorial Desk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terror Attack On Uri 18 Sep 2016 

By-Sri Vinay Jha 
http://vedicastrology.wikidot.com/ 

                                                
16 The deities of the main door. 

http://vedicastrology.wikidot.com/
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Photo Courtesy: Army personnel with the six militants who were slain in the encounter in Uri.  
Photograph: ANI/Twitter, (Photo Uploaded by Editor) 

मेददनी ज्योततष की प्राचीन पद्धतत का एक उदाहरण प्रस्तुत है : 18 मसतम्बर 2016 को कश्मीर के ऊरी में जस््त भारतीय सेना 
के कैं प पर पाककस्तान के आतांकवाददयों का आक्रमण | मेददनी का अ्फ है पथृ्वी | 
मेददनी ज्योततष के सामान्य तनयमों का उल्लेख इसी वेबसाइट के अन्य लेखों में है, उनकी पुनरावतृत प्रस्तुत लेख में प्रायााः नहीां 
की जायेगी | 
मेददनी ज्योततष में पथृ्वीचक्र, देशचक्र, प्रदेशचक्र, मण्डलचक्र (जजला(, नगर या ग्राम का चक्र और गहृ या क्षेत्र (खेत आदद( का 
चक्र - कुल छ स्तर (level) के मेददनी चक्र होत ेहैं | इनका उल्लेख प्राचीन यामल-तन्त्र के ग्रन््ों में है | दहन्द ूराज्यों के पतन 
के सा् ही मेददनी ज्योततष की आषफ पद्धतत का लोप हो गया, क्योंकक उन राजज्योततषषयों के पास ही यह गोपनीय षवद्या रहती 
्ी जो तनस्वा्फ भाव से देशदहत के मलए षवद्या का प्रयोग करत े्े | सूयफमसद्धान्तीय गखणत और पाराशरी र्मलत का प्रयोग 
करने पर ही सही र्ल प्राप्त होगा | मुफ्त Kundalee सॉफ्टवेयर (इसी वेबसाइट में उपलब्ध( में "मेददनी" नाम का र्ोल्डर है 
जजसमें षवददशा से देशचक्र बनने की षवधध ममल जायेगी | 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ईस्वी 2016 का देशचक्र षवददशा से बनने पर जो वषफ-कुण्डली बनती है वह तनम्न धचत्र में सांलग्न है | 
KUNDALEE सॉफ्टवेयर द्वारा देशचक्र कैसे बनाएां, यह जानने के मलए इस मलांक को जक्लक करें :- 
इनपुट 

देशचक्र कई वषफप्रवेश कुण्डली (VPC-1, अ्ाफत वषफ-प्रवेश-चक्र का प्र्म स्तर, देखें पराशर होराशास्त्र के सुदशफन चक्र अध्याय में 
वषफ चक्र( बनाने के मलए Kundalee सॉफ्टवेयर में उक्त धचत्र के अनुसार Input भरें : वषफप्रवेश कुण्डली (VPC-1) के मलए वषफ 
(इस उदाहरण में ईस्वी 2016) भरें, मास या ददन और समय में कोई छेड़छाड़ न करें | नीच ेके बटन ज्यों का त्यों रहने दें | 
सॉफ्टवेयर में "SHOW" बटन दबाने पर जो भावचमलत कुण्डली खुलेगी (जजसके सा् मानधचत्र पर देशचक्र भी सांलग्न है( वह 
तनम्न मलांक को जक्लक करने पर ददखेगी :- 
देशचक्र 

उस कुण्डली का सवफतोभद्रचक्र देखने के मलए तनम्न मलांक को जक्लक करें :- 
सवफतोभद्रचक्र 

http://vedicastrology.wdfiles.com/local--files/terror-attack-on-uri-18-sep-2016/Uri-1-Input.jpg
http://vedicastrology.wdfiles.com/local--files/terror-attack-on-uri-18-sep-2016/Uri-2-Input.jpg
http://vedicastrology.wdfiles.com/local--files/terror-attack-on-uri-18-sep-2016/Uri-3-Input.jpg
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उपरोक्त धचत्र देखने के स््ान पर यदद Kundalee सॉफ्टवेयर का प्रयोग करें तो बेहतर रहेगा, क्योंकक देशचक्र पर माउस टहलाने 
से ही उसका प्रयोग समझ में आयेगा | 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

विश्लेषण 

सबसे पहले वषफप्रवेश भावचमलत कुण्डली (VPC-1) में सबसे अशुभ ग्रह खोजें | कुण्डली में तीन भाव ऐसे होत ेहैं जजनमें जस््त 
ग्रह सवाफधधक अशुभ र्ल देत ेहैं : छठा, आठवााँ और बारहवााँ (6H, 8H त्ा 12H)| 

इन भावों में सूयफ, बुध और चन्द्रमा बैठे हैं | 
तत्पश्चात इसकी जााँच करें कक इन तीनों में कौन अधधक अशुभ हैं | सूयफ दशमेश हैं | नैसधगफक पापग्रह यदद केन्दे्रश हो तो  

शुभग्रह बन जात ेहैं | अतााः सूयफ शुभग्रह हैं | परन्तु सूयफ शत्रुभाव (6H) में जस््त हैं, अतााः सूयफ की रामश और उसमें बैठ ग्रहों - 
बहृस्पतत त्ा राहू - के मलए यह अशुभ है | 
चन्द्रमा नवमेश हैं, अतााः वे भी शुभ हैं | ककन्तु मतृ्युभाव (8H) में रहने के कारण चन्द्रमा की रामश अशुभ है | 
बुध अष्टमेश त्ा एकादशेश हैं, जो इसे अत्यधधक अशुभ बनाता है | अष्टमेश यदद छठे भाव में हो तो शत्रुभाव के मलए षवपरीत 
राजयोग (VRY) बनता है | ककन्तु इस सन्दभफ में दो बातें उल्लेखनीय हैं | छठे भाव में शुभ और अशुभ दोनों का ममश्रण होता है, 
यह उपचय (लाभ( का भाव है, षवशेषतया कुल सम्पषि का, अतााः सम्पषि सम्बन्धी मामलों में यह षवपरीत राजयोग कायफ नहीां 
करेगा | परन्तु छठा भाव शत्र ुएवां रोग का भी भाव है जो अशुभ है, अतााः अष्टमेश यदद छठे भाव में हो तो शत्रु एवां रोग 
सम्बन्धी षवषयों में यह षवपरीत राजयोग कायफ करेगा |अतााः बुध में षवपरीत राजयोग जतनत शुभत्व होना चादहए | परन्तु बुध 
एकादशेश भी है जो सवाफधधक अशुभ होता है | अतााः बुध का अशुभत्व ही प्रबल है | 
इसके अलावा बुध अपने शत्रु मांगल की रामश में जस््त है | मांगल लग्नेश एवां षष्ठेश हैं, अतााः शुभ त्ा अशुभ दोनों हैं | 
र्लस्वरूप मांगल अपने ममत्रों को शुभ और शत्रुओां को अशुभ र्ल देंगे | अततशत्रु शतन के सा् युक्त होने के कारण मांगल की 
अशुभता अधधक प्रबल है | मांगल स्वगहृी भी हैं, अतााः मांगल का शुभ और अशुभ प्रभाव बलवान होगा | बुध चूाँकक मांगल का शत्रु 
है, अतााः मांगल का प्रबल अशुभ प्रभाव बुध पर है | कुल ममलाकर सबसे अशुभ ग्रह बुध हैं | 
सवफतोभद्रचक्र में बुध का वेध ककन ककन अक्षरों पर हैं इसकी जााँच करें | प्रस्तुत चक्र में बुद्ध का सम्मुख वेध प्रभावी है (ककन्तु 
पञ्चतारा ग्रहों में तीनों वेध सदैव प्रभावी रहत ेहैं, जजसका उल्लेख नरपततजयचयाफ में नहीां है, यद्यषप नरपततजयचयाफ में जजसे 
प्रभावी बताया गया है उसका प्रभाव अधधक रहता है, अतााः प्रस्तुत प्रसांग में सम्मुख वेध अधधक प्रभावी है(| 
बुध का सम्मुख वेध तनम्न अक्षरों पर है :- उ, अ, व, क, ह, ड, ऊ | उ त्ा ऊ को सजातीय माना जाता है | अतााः उ अ्वा ऊ 
से आरम्भ होने वाले स््ानों पर प्रसांगोक्त वषफ के दौरान देशचक्र में सवाफधधक अशुभ प्रभाव पडगेा | 
उ और ऊ पर सूयफ, बहृस्पतत त्ा मांगल का भी वेध है | सूयफ और मांगल बुध के सम्बन्धी हैं त्ा बहृस्पतत सूयफ की रामश में हैं | 
अतााः ये चार ग्रह उ अ्वा ऊ को षवद्ध कर रहे हैं | समूच ेसवफतोभद्र चक्र में ककसी अन्य अक्षर पर इतने ग्रहों का वेध नहीां है | 
अतााः इस वषफ सवाफधधक अशुभ प्रभाव उ अ्वा ऊ अक्षर से आरम्भ होने वाले स््ल पर पडगेा | 
सूयफ में शुभ और अशुभ दोनों गुण हैं, ककन्तु शत्रु होने के कारण बुध पर केवल अशुभ प्रभाव ही पडगेा | सूयफ की रामश में जस््त 
बहृस्पतत सूयफ से प्रभाषवत होने के कारण बुध के मलए अशुभ हैं ही, स्वयां भी बुध के अततशत्रु हैं | राहु भी बुध के शत्रु एवां सूयफ के 
अततशत्रु हैं | अतााः अशुभ स््ल का बुध से प्रभाषवत होना अतनवायफ है | 

 

चक्र के तीन भाग बुध से प्रभाषवत हैं - बुध की दोनों रामशयााँ त्ा वह स््ान जहााँ बुध बैठे हैं | 
बुध की रामश मम्ुन में अततममत्र भाव से चन्द्रमा बैठे हैं, अतााः अष्टम भावस्् होने के बावजूद वे बुध से प्रभाषवत स््ल हेतु 
केवल शुभ हैं | 
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बुध जहााँ बैठे हैं वहााँ उच्च के सूयफ समभाव से बैठे हैं जो दशमेश होने के कारण शुभ हैं | षष्ठ भाव पर अधधक बलवान होने के 
कारण सूयफ का प्रभाव अधधक है | 
परन्तु कन्या रामश से सूयफ, बहृस्पतत और राहु तीनों का केवल शत्रु सम्बन्ध ही है | कन्या रामश के आरजम्भक पौने दो अांश में 
दशम भाव है त्ा शेष सवा अठाईस अांश में एकादश भाव है | दोनों भागों पर बुध एवां सूयफ का प्रभाव है, ककन्तु दशम भाव वाली 
कन्या रामश पर बहृस्पतत एवां राहू का अततररक्त प्रभाव भी है, और ये दोनों प्रभाव शत्रुवत हैं | र्लस्वरूप देशचक्र का सवाफधधक 
अशुब भाग है कन्या रामश के आरम्भ का वह भाग जो दशम भाव में है : कन्या रामश के आरम्भ का 1 अांश 45 कला 56 

षवकला (भवचमलत चक्र में "चक्र" नाम के बटन को दबाने पर को पषृ्ठ खुलेगा उसमें भावों और भावसांधधयों के अांश ददए हुए हैं(| 
पूरा वषफ 365 ददन और छ घण्टे से कुछ अधधक होता है | अतााः 1 अांश 45 कला 56 षवकला का मान वषफचक्र में 1 ददन 19 

घण्टों के तुल्य होगा | इसका अ्फ यह हुआ कक सूयफ का जब कन्या रामश में प्रवेश होगा तब से लेकर उसके 1 ददन 19 घण्टे बाद  

तक का काल पोरे वषफ का सवाफधधक अशुभ काल होगा जो उ अ्वा ऊ से आरम्भ होने वाले नाम वाले स््ल के मलया सबसे बुरा 
होगा | यह समय है 17 मसतम्बर 2016 को 9:28:06 बजे (IST) से लेकर 19 मसतम्बर 4:27:38 बजे तक | इसी काल में 
उक्त घटना होनी चादहए | 
सूयफ का कन्या रामश में प्रवेश का काल जानने के मलए वषफ कुण्डली के मानधचत्र वाले देशचक्र पर माउस को कन्या रामश के उक्त 
भाग पर तााःलायें, नीच ेदाहेनी ओर "माउस काल" ददखेगा | 
दसूरा तरीका है इनपुट पषृ्ठ के तनचले भाव में "Enter 1 - 5 for five levels…." की बाईं ओर वाले टेक्स्ट बॉक्स में 1 को 
हटाकर 2 मलखें, और कर्र उसके सबसे नीच े1 को हटाकर 6 मलखें ("Enter solar month number"), और कर्र "SHOW" 

बटन दबाएाँ, वषफ के छठे सौरमास की कुण्डली (VPC-2 या वषफप्रवेश का दसूरा स्तर को मासप्रवेश कहलाता है(| मानधचत्र में 
कन्याप्रवेश का काल ममल जाएगा | 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

देश में उ अ्वा ऊ से आरम्भ होने वाले अनेक स््ान हैं | उनमें से ककस स््ान पर उक्त अशुभ घटना घटेगी इसका तनणफय 
सवाफधधक कदठन कायफ है | इसके दो तरीके हैं - पहला तरीका है देश के उन सभी स््ानों पर अशुभ ग्रहों की दृजष्ट और युतत का 
सजम्ममलत र्ल देखें जजनके नाम का पहला अक्षर उ अ्वा ऊ है | दसूरा तरीका है जप-तप प्राणायाम आदद द्वारा आत्मशुद्धध 
सदहत ज्योततषशास्त्र का तनस्वा्फ भाव से सम्यक अध्ययन, जो अल्प पररश्रम द्वारा ही सत्य दशफन की क्षमता देता है | दसूरा 
तरीका शे्रष्ठ है क्योंकक यह जीवन और मतृ्यु के हर क्षेत्र में काम देगा | उसका उदाहरण प्रस्तुत है :— 

बुध शत्रु भाव में जस््त हैं त्ा बुध की रामशयााँ मुख्यतााः मतृ्यु एवां आय भावों में हैं | अतााः शत्रु द्वारा मतृ्यु एवां आध्फक क्षतत का 
र्ल बनता है | बुध द्वारा सम्मुख वेध जजन अक्षरों पर है उनमें केवल "कश्मीर" ही देशचक्र में देश के शत्रु की सीमा से सांलग्न 
है | अतााः 17 मसतम्बर 2016 को 9:28:06 बजे (IST) से लेकर 19 मसतम्बर 4:27:38 बजे तक पाककस्तान द्वारा कश्मीर के 
"ऊ" से आरम्भ होने वाले स््ल पर मतृ्यु एवां आध्फक हातन पाँहुचाने वाली अशुभ घटना का र्ल बनता है | 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

जो वैकजल्पक षवधध का प्रयोग करना चाहें उनके मलए उदाहरण प्रस्तुत है | 
देशचक्र के मानधचत्र में ऊरी जहााँ पर है वहााँ पर माउस को रखें और दृजष्टयों एवां युततयों का अध्ययन करें :- 
सूयफ 25 स्वगहृी दृजष्ट 

चन्द्र 7 अततममत्र दृजष्ट 

मांगल 20 सम दृजष्ट 

बुध 36 सम दृजष्ट 

बहृस्पतत युतत (60 समदृजष्ट के तुल्य( 
शुक्र 12 सम दृजष्ट 
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शतन 45 अततशत्रु दृजष्ट 

राहू युतत (60 समदृजष्ट के तुल्य( 
केतु 13 अततममत्र दृजष्ट 

बुध से षवद्ध स््ल हेतु सूयफ एवां राहु शत्रु हैं, मांगल एवां बहृस्पतत अततशत्रु हैं, शतन और केतु सम हैं, और चन्द्रमा अततममत्र हैं | 
अतााः उपरोक्त दृजष्टयों में इन दृजष्टयों का भी योग करें, तब कुल र्ल यही ममलेगा कक अशुभ दृजष्टयों का अत्यधधक प्राबल्य है | 
इसी प्रकार से ऊ नाम वाले अन्य सांभाषवत स््ानों की भी परस्पर तुलना करें और पता लगाएां कक सवाफधधक अशुभ प्रभाव ककस 
स््ान पर है | 
देशचक्र के सभी पााँच काल-स्तरों (मासप्रवशे और उससे तनछले अन्य स्तर( की भी इसी पद्धतत द्वारा जााँच करने पर घटना का 
ठीक-ठेल काल भी ज्ञात ककया जा सकता है | समय लगेगा, ककन्तु ज्योततष का ज्ञान बढेगा | मेददनी ज्योततष द्वारा ही जातक 
में भी योग्यता अजजफत की जा सकती है | मेददनी ज्योततष देशदहत का माध्यम है | जजन्हें देशदहत से सरोकार नहीां वे ज्योततष 
सीखने के अधधकारी नहीां हैं | 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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MUSHTIKA PRASNA: A TROUBLED MARRIED LIFE 
Editorial Desk 

 

 

Arudha: Kanya. Lord Debilitated (Rajas) 

Chandra: Neechasta (Satwik) 

Hora Swami: Shukra (Rajas) 

Arudha Lord is also the lord of Udaya Rashi. 

Surya Rashi Meena: Lord Retrograde and close to Rahu. 
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This case is an interesting study because Original Chart is very different from the Prasna chart. Original 

chart indicates the Mahadasha of Surya and antar of Rahu. If I do not go into beating a bush, then there 

is no problem with Venus in the chart. Except that it has Sun in Rear and Mercury in front. Not taking 

seventh house depositor Mars in consideration. 

In Prasna, Venus (The lord of the question) was indicating trouble from wife. This is because Venus 

and Ketu are in close conjunction in Prasna.  

Venus is weak in original chart because two of its mansions Taurus and Libra are occupied by two 

different planets. Jupiter has afflicted Taurus with Gulika and Tula is afflicted by Rahu. Jupiter in 

Vrishabh and aspecting Shukra in D-9 will never act with its positive qualities. It will increase proud, 

arrogance and typical behavior. This is because of Rahu occupying Third house from Venus and Mars in 

between the two, thereby making her very rich, proud and insensitive.  

All this just an assumption until we look at the prasna chart. Prasna chart has Venus and Ketu together 

in Aquarius. They are very near to each other causing klesha from Stree (Wife in this case). 

Moon is debilitated and Mother was asking the question in this case. Moon with Mars and Saturn is an 

indication of Rakta Vikar and Vayu dosha resulting in body ache and such troubles to this lady. 

Prasnamarg dictates that when a Prasna Chart is bad, and the original horoscope is fine, then the person 

suffers on account of his bad karmas in this life. The condition is true in Vice-a versa situation. 

This native has Mars and Moon aspect making him brilliant, anger prone and arrogant. Dashmesha is 

placed in Taurus with Gulikan indicating neecha karma as Taurus is a bad sign for Jupiter. Prasna here 

nails the coffin.  

Why? 

Arudha:  Kanya (Mercury debilitated) 

Veethi: Taurus (Shukra with Ketu), Seventh house has Saturn+Moon+Mars 

Chatra: Venus+Ketu 

Ansas  in Shadvargas: Swa-varga 

This indicates totally material nature of an individual. This is soul’s sole destination. 

It also shows that Wife is predominant and it was found to be very true in this case. The native 

according to his mother is very short tempered. His wife is very rich and very arrogant as well. Both 

have 36 Ka ankra in Hindi. Mother was suffering from High blood pressure and other problems. 

The native was advised to visit Devi Tirtha to reduce this Shrap. Mercury the Badhak lord is in close 

conjunction to Venus. (Original Chart). There were other things but I cannot disclose them here. 
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THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY: ASTROLOGERS AND SOOTHSAYERS. 

Editorial Desk- 
 
Professionally honest, professional frauds, non-professional astrologers, non-professional frauds, well researched, no-research, 

total fakes, sanyasis, enlightened 

This article will bring controversies and frankly our team does not care. I have been threatened many 

times before. In fact, a gentleman from Delhi and a lady from Mumbai openly threatened my previous 

editor that they will kill me. This was because of a detailed researched article on rudraksha. This 

gentleman was selling the fakes on TVC sky shop and the lady was involved in a false propaganda of this 

sacred object. Anyway, bygones are bygones and here I am, throwing some stones in the noxious waters 

of debauchery and theft done on the name of this highly divine science. 

Many of you will not like it. Many of you will ask the question that why are we involved in condemning 

our own fellow brethren. Well we are not here to criticize, this is just a demarcation, a revelation and 

sometimes such revelations appear as criticism.  

There are many types of astrologers in this world. The advent of digital civilization brought a new stream 

into the astrological arena and stirred the stagnant waters of a weakly pulsating Vedic science. In fact, 

every Tom, Dick and Harry is an astrologer these days. I have tried to categorize them. Please note that 

astrology requires proper study. The art of prediction is different than the theoretical part of astrology. 

A soothsayer who predicts without horoscopes etc will either be under possession or he/she will be a 

saint. First quality is visible 99% of the times and the second is rare. An astrologer who lacks the ability 

of understanding the sastras will not exist for too long. Such soothsayers are abundant and they will reel 

you any type of bogus prediction if you have an alcohol bottle in handy. 

QUALITIES OF A GOOD ASTROLOGER:  

The ancient seers have defined the qualities of a good astrologer. A Layman should first apply these rules 

on every astrologer. (Please be aware that it includes me as well). It is not related to any caste or creed. 

Anybody including non-Brahmins have full rights to study astrology. 

Prashariya Hora: Srishti kram kathnadhyay, sloka 7 

One who is composed and peaceful, who has devotion for his preceptor, who will always speak the truth, 

who has faith in supreme power; only he owns the right to learn this science. 

Kartikeyan Angavidya (400 year old Treatise) Chapter 1, Sloka 2 

The practicing person should observe niyams of Yoga sutras, He should be an expert in Swarodaya 

(knowledge of examining breath), he must be able to interpret cheshtas, he must have knowledge of 
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omens, he must speak truth, he must be kind and considerate to all, he must be an ardent devotee of 

God, he must have contented heart, he must have learnt this science under the feet of a Guru. 

Prasna Marg, Prathmadhyay, sloka 15 

That person who has the mastery of this science, who has good knowledge of mathematics, who leads a 

religious life, who is truthful, who is free from conceit and who is well versed in vedas, mantras, he alone 

can be called a “Daivagya” 

Sloka 18 

He who has acquired a thorough knowledge of the different horas, who is an adept in five siddhantas, 

who has inferential ability and who is initiated into a secret mantra by a preceptor can alone know 

horoscopy. 

Dwitiyaadhyay, sloka 1 

An astrologer should get up early in the morning, pray to family deity, cleanse the various parts of the 

body, bathe, do nitya karma and perform mantra japam. He should remain calm and should be away from 

anxieties. 

CONSOLIDATION OF RULES. ALL THE RULES SHOULD BE APPLIED. NO SINGLE RULE WILL WORK IN 

ISOLATION. APPLY IT ON EVERY ASTROLOGER YOU MEET. PROFFESIONAL, NON-PROFFESIONAL, 

EDUCATED, UNEDUCATED DOES NOT MATTER. 

 

a. Expert of the subject: This includes jataka (deals with predictions), Gola (deals with spherical 

astronomy), Nimitta(omens), Prasna (Forecast based on time of question), Muhurta (election 

astrology), Ganita (Mathematical astronomy), swarodaya etc. It is difficult to learn all of the above 

but an astrologer should at least be aware of these methods. An astrologer who is well versed in 

these subjects will have devoted his full time to research. This is a rare thing and only a few handful 

of astrologers have this kind of knowledge. Most of the astrologers are deeply involved in earning 

money. They do not have time for research work. Recheck if an astrologer claims that he has this 

kind of knowledge.  

b. Truthful. (I hate to say it but most of the astrologers are liars. Big fat liars.) A saint used to say 

that if you practice speaking truth then you will acquire Vak Siddhi. I tried it many times but it is 

very difficult to practice it in many situations. We cannot speak about death, severe disease, bad 

character etc, even when we can see that in a horoscope. I have seen that we often lie. If you are 

careful with your speech you will see that our life is full of lies. So I avoid confrontations with 

such things. I do not answer phone calls when I feel that I may have to lie. I avoid people with bad 

characters even when I am a professional astrologer. I have black listed many people in my mobile 

because of these reasons. Truth should always be dipped in honey before it is uttered. Truth is 

bitter but it can hurt people, so instead of speaking lies, I avoid speaking truth and situations where 

I may have to disclose disturbing things. (Which is a kind of lie to me) 
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c. Getting up early in the morning. Ask your astrologer when does he/she gets up in the 

morning. An astrologer should wake up before Brahmamuhurta. An astrologer who gets up after 

sunrise is not an astrologer. “Nishachars” is a word which is used as synonym for demons. 

Nishachars refers to those who roam during night time. Those people can never get up early in 

the morning. No matter how that astrologer appears or claim about himself or herself, that person 

will not be a good astrologer. 

d. Spiritual life includes Devata Bhajnam and meditation: Please note that clothing of a 

person has nothing to do with his spirituality. Often the fakes have a tendency to get themselves 

garbed in some kind of external totems. This includes large tilakam, rosaries around the neck, 

fancy traditional clothing of some sort, large number of rings and room full of photos of deities. 

The best of the saints I have met, have always remained away from this kind of attire. These 

external appearances have nothing to do with spiritual order. A spiritual person will be calm, 

composed and will be free from these external fake attires. His/her eyes will be different if they 

are paid attention to. He/she will be humble, down to earth and will respect every 

religion. Such people are very rare and will often leave astrology after a certain age. They are 

very simple and lead a simple life. 

e. Guru: There are very few astrologers who have learned astrology under the feet of a Guru. A 

preceptor can intensify the process of learning. But there are many fake Gurus out there. 

According to Sastras a real Guru cannot be found without God’s grace. The person who finds a 

guru is considered very lucky. A Guru is someone who is attached to you from your past births. 

Your unfinished sadhnas can invoke the guru to reappear in your present incarnation. 

PROFFESIONAL ASTROLOGERS & NON-PROFFESIONAL ASTROLOGERS: 

Any astrologer who charges money for his/her services is a professional astrologer. Many astrologers 

opine that astrologers should never charge money from anybody for their services.  

Saravali. Hora shabdarthadhyay Sloka 5 

Astrology can be employed in earning money because it can help others to earn the same. It is 

a real minister in the case of dreadful events in life. 

Professional or non-professional 

When an astrologer predicts a successful event then a part of his punya gets diminished. One can 

preserve the punyas by giving very less predictions or by using the same money for the benefit of the 

mankind. People who seek astrologers like honeybees don’t know what they are getting from them. 

They don’t care that the astrologer has earned this through a continuous and hard spiritual discipline. 

(Only truly divine astrologers) 

Dilemma of being a non-professional: Frankly, non-professionals should have some other source of 

income otherwise they will live a very wretched life. People will seek them regularly (as they are 

free) and as they are not benefitted in anyway, they get frustrated very soon. Whatever they call as 
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idealism is not idealism in any sense. They should stop being an astrologer and live as saints (which 

they are not). Saints have nothing to do with astrology and their love for God is stronger than their 

love for knowledge. Non-professionals get frustrated very soon and then they stop looking at 

horoscopes of even those who really need their attention. They do not bring any greater good by 

there so called idealism. Their sense of discrimination between a true seeker and a fun seeker starts 

to diminish very soon.  

They have a fixation that by not charging anybody they are enhancing some superior virtue in life. 

They think themselves as some man of principles and according to them all professionals are thugs. 

These people soon lose their mental balance if they are gruhasthas and they do not have other means 

of livelihood. Every gruhstha has to follow the karma of earning the income for family, which is a rule 

in the sastras. These people should either avoid getting married and become sanyasis or they should 

accept the truth. They should adopt some other source of income. 

Accepting money for a service is not a crime.  

There is a high level of honesty in professionals as well. Professionalism does not mean cheating. It 

means following ethics. 

Professionalism often provides you a veil from the idiots who seek astrologers for fun. I use it as a 

tool when I do not want to predict for somebody. Professionalism can give you ample time if you are 

not just after money. There is an added advantage of being a professional, you can charge the rich and 

leave the poor. You can manage your time according to your wishes (by appointments). At least 

nobody will be knocking at your door because you are free. (A minister from Hyderabad came to my 

house at 2:30 am, I was doing it free at that time because I was in service). I have chosen this midway 

after seven years of non-professional approach.  

It is a public notion that all non-professional astrologers are dead honest and all professional 

astrologers are frauds. The fact is that that even non-professionals are frauds sometimes, and 

occasionally even professionals manage a high level of honesty. 

Unacquainted non-professionals: There are many type of non-professionals. Some are working, some 

are non- working. Non-professionalism is not a criteria of goodness. There are many unacquainted 

and uneducated uncles and aunties out there who work as parasites in the field of astrology. They 

own the largest community of people who have damaged astrology. They are neither working as 

astrologer not they have the time for research work. They are good for nothing. They are shameless 

and you can see them all around on internet as well in general relations. 

Unacquainted professionals. They are biggest community of thugs. Apply the rules from sastras and 

you will easily find that they are fakes. They are just after money. They cheat you under the pretext 

of talismans, gems or poojas. These are the people who damage the faith of true seekers of astrology. 

They do not have time for research because it does not matter to them. They are good at cheating. I 
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have worked as gem trader for years before, and I have seen many of them. Some of them are very 

famous and also appear on TV shows and they have their own channels on youtube and dailymotion. 

You will be shocked if I disclose what they do when they are buying gems or rudrakshas from people 

like us. Trust me they are not astrologers. They are just after your money. They appear on TV shows 

with their self-written queries and testimonials and they pose as very descent and lovable persons. 

While in reality they are nothing different from people who are doing their jail time in prisons for 

debauchery and crimes. I have met many people who get cheated by them.  

Half educated professionals. They can be honest as well as cheats. Education and knowledge of 

astrology has nothing to do with ethics. A truly divine astrologer is very rare. He will either become 

a saint or will leave astrology all together. These people charge you good fee but their honesty needs 

to be checked in case of their remedies. They are also dangerous sometimes, because they have not 

fully grasped the discipline of astrology. 

Educated Professionals. They are also very rare to find. They study astrology very deeply and they 

get enough time for research if they are honest and follow and ethical approach. 

HOW TO TEST AN ASTROLOGER? 

Like any other discipline the truth of an astrologer can be tested very easily. Follow the following 

points for the same: 

1. Never disclose anything about yourself to an astrologer. A good astrologer will always find out 

why you have approached him or her. 

2. Just answer the questions with a simple yes or no. This is a practice that everyone should follow. 

People get emotional during consultation and during a general know how they disclose everything 

about themselves. 

3. See the astrologer as well. Look at the appearance. The astrologer should be clean and well 

dressed. His/her abode should be devoid of any negative influence. Do not get carried away by 

long rosaries and large rings in hands. 

4. Astrologers should be staying away from alcohol and non-vegetarian food. This is necessary for 

Sadhna and spiritual order. A person who consumes such things cannot be called an astrologer. 

5. An honest astrologer will never sell you any remedies. 

6. A good astrologer will be very humble, will be down to earth and will help you in your need. 

7. Do not get carried away by TV appearances, Facebook accounts and youtube channels. Those 

gullible looking people are artists and not astrologers. They are in a habit of plagiarism and cheat 

people by their half earned knowledge. They are also dangerous because half knowledge is a 

dangerous thing. There is a very famous astrologer who is been using my gems related research 

shamelessly on his channel.  

8. Astrologers are generally serious kind of people and they maintain a royal conduct during 

consultation. 
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9. Ask an astrologer about his wake up time in the morning. (In a friendly manner only). It will give 

you a very good clue about the person. 

10.  Do not seek an astrologer just because he is a non-professional. Non-professionalism is a not a 

criterion for ethical means. There are many astrologers who say that they do not charge any fees 

but in reality they are charging very high fee when you seek them. 

11.  Look at the astrologer. Is he happy? Is he satisfied? Is he frustrated? Is he open minded or religiously 

staunch? Does he carry a genuine respect for females? If any of the questions gives you a negative 

answer than the astrologer will not be able to help you. The person who cannot solve his own 

problems, he won’t be able to solve your problems. 

12. There are many astrologers who have extremely complex theories for their analysis. They adhere 

to those theories but when it comes to predictive part all their theories fail. The best astrologers 

of the world are simple. They have simple rules to understand astrology and they have high success 

ratio as far as accuracy is concerned. Astrology is a divine science and divinity works through 

spiritual ascension. The previously mentioned astrologers have strong Mercury and the second 

ones have strong watery signs with strong Jupiter or Venus. It is easy to understand when we look 

at the Guru Rekha or Heart line (in western palmistry). It starts from the field of logic or Mercury 

but God cannot be defined in mathematical terms. So this Mercury line moves towards Jupiter 

mount. If it is far below the Mercury mount and moves towards Rahu then the person will never 

be able to enter the spiritual realms. He/she will be a Brahmit (rahu) person. The best astrologer 

is one who has strong Mercury and strong Jupiter. (I remember Sri.K.N Rao sir has this 

combination.) His Mercury is with Ketu if I remember. Even Mr.Satish Sharma from ICAS has 

strong Jupiter in eighth house with four planets in second house. 

13. You won’t believe but finding a true astrologer can only take place if you are very lucky. 

 

Test all the above criteria. You will be able to find out the truth yourself. 

Please do not believe everything written over here. I may be wrong. So just trust your soul and 

“antaratman”.  

 

Please note that I am not against astrology. I am against Charlatans and thugs who have ruined this 

divine science. They are inferior breed, far inferior to those who condemn astrology on the basis 

of their fake rational approach. 

 

 

 


